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Abstract 

Unconventional computing is an area of research in which novel materials and 

paradigms are utilised to implement computation and data storage. This includes 

attempts to embed computation into biological systems, which could allow the 

observation and modification of living processes. This thesis explores the storage 

and computational capabilities of a biocompatible light-sensitive (photochromic) 

molecular switch (NitroBIPS) that has the potential to be embedded into both natural 

and synthetic biological systems. To achieve this, NitroBIPS was embedded in a 

(PDMS) polymer matrix and an optomechanical setup was built in order to expose 

the sample to optical stimulation and record fluorescent emission. NitroBIPS has two 

stable forms - one fluorescent and one non-fluorescent - and can be switched 

between the two via illumination with ultraviolet or visible light. By exposing 

NitroBIPS samples to specific stimulus pulse sequences and recording the intensity 

of fluorescence emission, data could be stored in registers and logic gates and 

circuits implemented. In addition, by moving the area of illumination, sub-regions of 

the sample could be addressed. This enabled parallel registers, Turing machine tapes 

and elementary cellular automata to be implemented. It has been demonstrated, 

therefore, that photochromic molecular memory can be used to implement 

conventional universal computation in an unconventional manner. Furthermore, 

because registers, Turing machine tapes, logic gates, logic circuits and elementary 

cellular automata all utilise the same samples and same hardware, it has been shown 

that photochromic computational devices can be dynamically repurposed. NitroBIPS 

and related molecules have been shown elsewhere to be capable of modifying many 

biological processes. This includes inhibiting protein binding, perturbing lipid 

membranes and binding to DNA in a manner that is dependent on the molecule's 

form.  The implementation of universal computation demonstrated in this thesis 

could, therefore, be used in combination with these biological manipulations as key 

components within synthetic biology systems or in order to monitor and control 

natural biological processes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This thesis presents the methods and implementation of computation using 

memory based on a light sensitive molecular switch with two stable states. By 

exposing these molecular switches to pulses of light, we can switch the molecule 

between a fluorescent and non-fluorescent form. Through a combination of light 

pulses, fluorescence detection, and movable illumination, this thesis shows how to 

implement registers, Turing machine tapes as parallel registers, logic gates, logic 

circuits, and elementary cellular automata with these molecular switches. 

1.1. Background and Motivation 

Conventional computing is one of the most important and ubiquitous parts of 

modern human civilisation, shaping almost all aspects of our lives. Traditionally a 

computer is an electronic device calculating with binary logic. Unconventional 

computing challenges this assumption with new paradigms, logics and methods. 

Since Alan Turing’s description of a computational device [Turing (1936)] and the 

creation of a hierarchy for computational power relative to the Turing machine, we 

can judge the capabilities of new models of computation and their physical 

realisation relative to one another. 

Key to conventional computing is the logic gate. Boolean functions can be 

implemented with two-value electrical switching circuits [Shannon (1938)], allowing 

for the processing of algorithms and mathematics. Modern logic gates are typically 

constructed from silicon transistors, with miniaturisation being the key challenge to 

improving execution speeds. Billions of dollars are spent on chip fabrication 
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techniques, resolving feature sizes as low as 14nm or smaller [Singh (2011)]. A logic 

circuit is a set of inputs, logic gates, and outputs which implement a more complex 

logical function than a single logic gate. This allows for a wide variety of 

combinatorial logic expressions to be implemented with common components.  

The use of unconventional materials to implement logic gates and computing 

in general is an example of the field of unconventional computing. Unconventional 

computing challenges the norm on several points. Conventional computers are 

traditionally monolithic black boxes, sealed from their environment, under desks. 

They require constant sources of power, either from mains or battery. They can be 

fragile to temperature and mechanical damage when improperly protected. They 

would be expensive to produce, design and build though economies of scale offset 

this. Though transistor fabrication technology has kept up with Moore’s Law [Moore 

(1965)], the need to shrink the feature size to maintain progress is rapidly becoming 

untenable [Zhirnov et al. (2003)] [Keyes (2001)].  

Unconventional computing is an extremely diverse field, with research from 

quantum mechanics [DiVencenzo (1995)] to slime molds [Adamatzky (2007)]. It is 

not bound to a particular logical paradigm nor to the material with which it is 

implemented. It may be more or less powerful than traditional computers [Potgieter 

(2006)], it may be functional in more extreme situations or repair itself 

[Ramachandran et al. (2012)], it may have dramatically reduced levels of power 

consumption [Toffoli (1980)] [Vitányi (2005)], it may be as small as a single 

molecule [Conrad (1985)] [de Silva and McClenaghan (2004)] or it may self 

assemble from simpler components [Li et al. (2009)], and it may be embedded into 

materials in our environment [Greenfield (2006)].  

Unconventional implementations of logic gates exist as diverse as carbon 

nanotubes [Bachtold et al. (2001)], quantum dots [Loss and DiVincenzo (1998)], 

rotaxane molecular architectures [Collier et al. (1999)], prokaryotic transcriptional 

networks [Silva-Rocha and de Lorenzo (2008)], smart polymers [Pasparakis et al. 

(2009)], bacteriorhodopsin films [Rao et al. (1996)] and DNA [Elbaz et al. (2010)].  

A common issue in unconventional approaches is the implementation of 

‘wires’; the communication between gates which simulate wires in electronic 

circuits. Within biology, signals are passed in two ways; as the diffusion of chemical 
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signals, and as electrical action potentials in neurons. Molecular scale electronics 

aims to produce electrical components on the molecular scale [Aviram and Ratner 

(1974)] [Reed et al. (1997)] [Flood et al. (2004)] and supramolecular scale 

[Schenning et al. (2004)], possibly offering the fast communication of signals. The 

vast array of chemical reactions can be leveraged as communication methods, where 

signals are chemicals that react with components, and outputs are more chemical 

signals or other stimuli. [Balzani et al. (2003)] [Prasanna de Silva and Uchiyama 

(2007)].  

One of the fields of unconventional computing attracting attention is natural 

computing. Natural computing takes inspiration from the biological world, and 

applies it to computational fields. It can apply to algorithm design (such as 

evolutionary algorithms or neural nets), or to the use of natural techniques or 

materials to build computing devices. The interest in the natural world for inspiration 

for computational advances is (pardon the pun) a natural one. Biology performs 

some remarkably complex computation, from the simplest bacteria to the most 

complex device known to humanity; our brains. 

In his landmark paper [Adleman (1994)], Adleman showed how mixing 

specific DNA sequences in an otherwise unordered and unstructured solution could 

solve a seven-node Hamiltonian path problem by exploiting the massive 

parallelisation offered by the large number of interacting DNA strands. Research into 

leveraging biological computational components such as DNA, proteins, bacteria, 

neurons and other cells holds promise for several reasons. Firstly, the pedigree of 

biological components is apparent; they are already complex computational devices 

in their own right, with regulatory networks and internal structure to maintain 

homeostasis [Levine and Davidson (2005)]. Secondly, they exist in nature in 

aggregate, capable of self assembly into colonies or organisms more complex than 

our most advanced fabrication methods are capable of [Li et al. (2009)], and suited to 

the communication and sharing of information. Thirdly, the blueprint to many of 

these components is now modifiable; advances in DNA sequencing and sequence 

synthesis allow us to create custom DNA strands and transfect these into cells to 

alter their behaviour [Felgner et al. (1987)] [Menuel et al. (2008)].  
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The field of synthetic biology seeks to produce custom behaviour in life 

forms. There are two approaches; bottom-up and top-down. Top-down takes existing 

life and modifies it to produce new behaviour, but this can cause problems when the 

existing complicated regulatory networks interfere with the new components in 

unexpected ways [Silva-Rocha and de Lorenzo (2008)]. Bottom-up starts from 

simpler chemical elements and seeks to produce a minimal protocell which can then 

be extended with defined modules.  

One approach to bottom-up synthetic biology is liposome logic [Smaldon 

et al. (2010)].  Liposome logic is the containment of minimally complex biological 

regulatory networks in liposomic vesicles, designed to compartmentalise 

functionality and prevent unintended interactions.  Communication between 

components is via molecular diffusion through pores in the vesicles. The creation of 

reusable common modular components such as logic gates and counters helps 

control complexity inflation. 

Synthetic biology systems can benefit from external control, allowing the 

user or environment to interact with internal processes. Molecular switches can be 

used to govern some biological processes [Hille (2001)] [Hammes (2002)] and alter 

their state and associated properties in response to stimulus. For example, 

photochromic molecules are molecular switches for which the stimulus is light. 

Spiropyrans are a class of photochromic molecule that can be used to alter biological 

processes when bound to other molecules, including protein binding [Sakata et al. 

(2005)] and membrane perturbation [Ohya et al. (1998)]. As the control of proteins 

and membranes are crucial to liposome logic, and as optical stimulus is a non-

invasive method of interaction with a system, this thesis aims to study and 

characterise a spiropyran with regards to its own capability as a computing substrate. 

1.2. Research Goals 

The research goals considered in this thesis are the following: 

 Investigate the properties and capabilities of a biocompatible molecular 

switch which could be used to implement a register.  

 Implement registers using these molecules, and implement fundamental 

conventional logic elements as an extension to these registers. 
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 Extend the fundamental conventional logic elements to implement a 

universal computing paradigm. 

1.3. Publications 

During the project, a peer-reviewed journal paper, a peer-reviewed extended 

abstract, two peer-reviewed conference publications in proceedings (one abstract, 

one long-form), two workshop presentations and three posters were produced. Two 

additional journal publications are being prepared. Their details are found below: 

Peer Reviewed Journal Paper 

o J.C. Chaplin, N.A. Russell, and N. Krasnogor. Implementing 

conventional logic unconventionally: Photochromic molecular 

populations as registers and logic gates. Biosystems, 109:35–51, 2012. 

Journal Papers/Letters in Preparation 

o J.C. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor and N.A. Russell. Photochromic 

Molecular Switch Implementations of Turing Machines and 

Elementary Cellular Automata. PlosONE. (Paper) 

o J.C. Chaplin, N.A. Russell and N. Krasnogor. Title TBC. Nature. 

(Letter) 

Peer Reviewed Extended Abstract 

o J.C. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor, and N.A. Russell. The effect of 

encapsulation on molecular computing efficiency. In Functional 

Optical Imaging (FOI), 2011.  

Conference Publications 

o J.C. Chaplin, N.A. Russell, and N. Krasnogor. Implementing 

Conventional Logic Unconventionally: Photochromic Molecules as 

Registers and Logic Gates. Proceedings of the First COBRA 

Workshop on Biological and Chemical Information Technologies, 

2011. 

o J.C. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor and N. Russell. Towards a Physical 

Implementation of P Systems: Photo-switching Molecules as Logic 

Gates and Registers. Proceedings of the Third International 

Workshop on Physics and Computation. 2010.  

Workshop Presentations 
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o J.C. Chaplin, N.A. Russell, and N. Krasnogor. Computing with 

Photochromic Molecules. First COBRA Workshop on Biological and 

Chemical Information Technologies, 2011.  

o J.C. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor and N. Russell. Towards a Physical 

Implementation of P Systems: Photo-switching Molecules as Logic 

Gates and Registers. The Third International Workshop on Physics 

and Computation. 2010.  

Posters 

o J.C. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor, and N.A. Russell. The effect of 

encapsulation on molecular computing efficiency. 2011 International 

Conference on Functional Optical Imaging, China. 

o J.C. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor and N. Russell. Towards a Physical 

Implementation of P Systems. 2010 Cross Disciplinary Research 

Showcase, Nottingham. 

o J. Chaplin, N. Krasnogor, N. Russell. Unconventional Computing: 

Implementing the Unusual. Bridging the Gaps Interdisciplinary 

Research Showcase 2009, Nottingham. 

1.4. Structure of the Thesis 

The Background Material chapter presents the context within which the rest 

of this thesis is considered. It looks at possible methods by which our research goals 

can be fulfilled, and settles on a likely candidate biocompatible molecule; 

NitroBIPS, a photochromic spiropyran. Chapter 3: Computational Model and 

Programmability explains the model that underlies our use of photochromic 

molecules as memory and registers, and also explains how to program the system. 

Chapter 4: Methods details the methods necessary to encapsulate NitroBIPS samples 

and enact the switching behaviour which forms the framework from which 

subsequent work draws. Chapter 5: Photochromic Molecular Registers goes into 

more detail on the effect of light pulses on NitroBIPS and details the implementation 

of data storage in eNBIPS samples as registers, the core component from which 

subsequent chapters expand. Chapter 6: Steps Toward Photochromic Molecular 

Turing Machines details the implementation of a Turing machine tape using parallel 

eNBIPS registers. Chapter 7: Photochromic Molecular Logic Gates details the 

expansion of registers to implement logic gates, and details how multiple logic gates 
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can be executed to form logic circuits. Chapter 8: Photochromic Molecular 

Elementary Cellular Automata  details how elementary cellular automata can be 

implemented with a combination of registers and logic circuits. Chapter 9: 

Discussion and Conclusions concludes the thesis with a summary of research and 

presents a discussion on possible directions for future research and applications. 

Figure 1.1 shows the chapters of this thesis and how they relate to one another. 

 

Figure 1.1: A pictorial representation of the structure of this thesis.  
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Chapter 2: Background Material 

2.1. Conventional Computing 

The idea of using tools to help the process of calculation has existed since 

man first counted on his fingers. The development of the abacus and a succession of 

mechanical devices for counting and calculating led to the work of Charles Babbage 

on the Analytical Machine [Bromley (1982)]. Though never built, the design for this 

mechanical computer shared many of the features enshrined by John von Neumann 

in his model of digital computer architecture [von Neumann (1945)]
1
 [Null and 

Lobur (2010)], and the more general idea of a stored-program architecture. The 

stored-program architecture places processing instructions and the working memory 

within the same storage area, allowing the execution of self-modifying programs.  

Attempts to formalise the fledging notion of ‘computation’ lead to three 

models of computation; Church’s λ-calculus [Church (1932)] [Cardone and Hindley 

(2009)], Post’s machine [Post (1936)] and Turing’s a-machine, [Turing (1936)] 

[Boolos et al. (2002)] now commonly referred to as a Turing machine. λ-calculus 

takes a mathematical form, similar to a minimal programming language, consisting 

solely of variables, abstraction symbols and parenthesis to disambiguate statements. 

Post’s machine and Turing machines take a very similar approach, despite being 

formulated independently. Both represent extremely simple models of mechanical 

                                                 
1
 This incomplete report was distributed and incorrectly treated as published by many when it first 

appeared in 1945, resulting in some controversy over the attribution of the stored program concept to 

Von Neumann exclusively. 
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computation, though Post’s representation is more restrictive and is now often 

considered as a sub-class of Turing machine. 

The Turing machine originated as a Gedankenexperiment, and was Turing’s 

idea for a hypothetical minimal mechanical computing device that simulated the way 

human clerks operated in an office during Turing’s lifetime. It is visualised as a 

mechanical device with four primary components, as depicted in Figure 2.1; 

 A limitless bi-directional one-dimensional tape, which is divided into 

discrete cells into which a single symbol from a defined alphabet is stored 

(typically 0 or 1). The alphabet contains a default ‘blank’ symbol which tape 

cells begin storing. The tape is arbitrarily extendable in either direction such 

that the Turing machine never runs out of storage, but still only uses a finite 

amount of space. The input to the system is the pattern of symbols on the 

tape at the start of execution. 

 A movable head, which moves relative to the tape, scanning a single cell at a 

time. The head can move, read the symbol in the current cell, and write new 

symbols to cells. 

 An internal-state register which stores the ‘I-state’ of the machine. There is a 

defined start I-state in which the machine begins execution, and a defined 

halt I-state, which terminates execution. Turing made a strong distinction 

between the system’s ‘state of mind’ and its ‘state of progress’ through the 

execution. Hence, the term internal-state or I-state is used to disambiguate 

from the machine’s state of progress. 

 A transition function, which is a set of instructions that governs the operation 

of the machine. Each step, the I-state and the symbol written to the current 

cell are read, and cross referenced to give three actions, executed in order; 

i. Erase the old symbol and write a new symbol to the cell (this may be 

the same symbol that was just erased). 

ii. Move the head one cell left or right. 

iii. Update the internal-state register to a new I-state. 
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Figure 2.1: The four components of a classic Turing machine. 

Like λ-calculus and Post’s machine, the Turing machine was designed to 

explore the limitations of what is possible for computers to compute; the definition 

being in a paper discussing the Entscheidungsproblem or ‘Decision Problem’ 

[Turing (1936)]. The Decision Problem asked if it was possible to develop a general 

algorithm that would take a logical statement, and answer if that statement was 

provable. Turing reduced this to the halting problem, to which Turing subsequently 

proved was uncomputable. In doing so, Turing also defined the universal Turing 

machine, which was the first formal description of a stored-program computer. A 

universal Turing machine is a single machine which can simulate any other, by 

taking a description of the simulated Turing machine as the starting state of the tape. 

This places both the ‘program’ (the transition table of the simulated machine) and 

the working memory on the same storage medium, and allows a single machine to 

process any algorithm and any input into that algorithm.   

 The two formalisms lend their names to the Church-Turing thesis [Kleene 

(1967)] [Church et al. (2006)], which states that any computable problem (or 

algorithm) is computable on a Turing machine. As an algorithm is any problem 

which can be divided into a finite number of discrete steps, this includes all known 

mathematical and logical functions. It implies that any computer which can execute 

algorithms cannot solve problems a Turing machine cannot solve. The Church-

Turing thesis has, however, never been formally proven. [Buss et al. (2001)] 
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 The Church-Turing thesis gives us a measure of computational power relative 

to the Turing machine: 

i. Sub-Turing: The computing paradigm cannot execute all algorithms a Turing 

machine can.  

ii. Turing Complete: The paradigm can compute every Turing-computable 

algorithm. 

iii. Turing Equivalent: The paradigm can compute every Turing-computable 

algorithm, and is proven to be no more powerful. 

iv. Super-Turing: Sometimes called a hypercomputer, the paradigm can compute 

algorithms a Turing machine cannot. 

Independently, Claude Shannon demonstrated in 1937 how digital circuits 

could implement Boolean logical functions, now fundamental to modern processor 

design [Shannon (1938)]. The creation of the transistor in 1947 [Brinkman et al. 

(1997)], its subsequent implementation in semiconducting silicon and the era of the 

integrated circuit led the way in miniaturization and associated speed increases. The 

use of silicon microprocessors is another typical feature of conventional computing, 

and underlies almost all modern computers facilitating many aspects of life and 

scientific development. 

Von Neumann architecture is the classical architecture of silicon 

microprocessors and conventional computers and consists of several interconnected 

units and buses allowing communication between them. A control unit coordinates 

the operation of other units by fetching instructions from the program, consigning 

execution to the arithmetic logic unit and writing results back to memory. The 

control unit also governs reading and writing to input/output devices and also 

external storage devices. An arithmetic logic unit performs mathematical and logical 

functions as designated by the control unit. Memory stores both the program and the 

data, and is referenced by the control unit and arithmetic logic unit. This 

implementation of a computer is used today, and represents one of the primary 

features of conventional computing. It also represented the first practical 

implementation of a computing machinery similar (in that is contains subsystems 

operating on stored programs with input and output) to Turing’s universal machine. 
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The use of silicon microprocessors in all conventional computing devices 

gives the conventional paradigm several distinctive traits. Microprocessors are 

electronic, and require a constant source of power to operate. They are powerful, 

able to compute and store vast amounts of data, though waste electricity causes the 

generation of heat which must be removed before it damages the chip. Computers 

are robust when correctly isolated from their environment and though they cannot 

directly interact with their surroundings, they can control peripherals and accessories 

which can. As speed is limited by transmission delays between transistors, chip 

fabrication techniques need to improve to resolve increasingly smaller feature sizes, 

but we may be reaching the limits of this approach [Zhirnov et al. (2003)] [Keyes 

(2001)]. The complexity of their construction means computers are often costly to 

build and to design, but economies of scale and a massive global demand keeps 

prices at a reasonable level. Processors execute some operations in parallel, but most 

programs are designed to operate in a serial manner. Some parallel problem solving 

exists, but typically only on a small scale. 

2.2. Unconventional Computing 

Unconventional computing, by comparison, seeks new ways to solve 

problems that are not bound by conventional computing architectures. 

Unconventional computing is a very wide field, encompassing a vast range of 

information processing paradigms. Unconventional computing tends not to compete 

with conventional computing’s strengths, but rather to explore other types of 

computation, new materials and crucially, new settings in which computers can 

operate. 

That said, some methods do seek to improve the rate of computation [Lin 

et al. (2010)], or to solve problems a conventional computer cannot [Potgieter 

(2006)]. Others to reduce energy consumption [Landauer (1961)] [Vitányi (2005)], 

or do away with electrical signals altogether [Tominaga et al. (2001)]. Some are self-

healing [Ramachandran et al. (2012)], or able to continue functioning despite 

damage [Abelson et al. (2000)]. Some are made of biological components [Adleman 

(1994)], and others are repurposed life [Adamatzky (2007)].  

One of the simplest forms of unconventional computing is to implement a 

paradigm that operates on a different form of logic to Boolean. Kleene’s three-
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valued logic utilises three possible values rather than Boolean’s two; False, True and 

Unknown [Kleene (1952)] [Malinowski (2007)]. 3-Valued Łukasiewicz logic uses 0, 

1 and ½ [Lukasiewicz and Borkowski (1970)] [Hájek (1998)] and can be extended to 

any arbitrary number of logic values including infinite, [Hay (1963)] similarly to 

fuzzy logic [Zadeh (1965)] [Perfilieva and Mockor (1999)]. Logic may also be 

reversible, where every output has a unique input [Toffoli (1980)] [Fredkin and 

Toffoli (2002)] [Vitányi (2005)]. As reversible computing generates less physical 

entropy, heat generation is lower [Bennett (1982)]. Numerical representation may 

also vary from binary, including balanced ternary (-1, 0 and 1) [Frieder (1973)] and 

real computers [Blum et al. (1988)] [Blum (1998)].  

Quantum computing leverages the ability for particles to exist in 

superposition, such that a quantum bit (a qubit) contains a superposition of both 0 

and 1. Quantum algorithms such as Shor’s algorithm for integer factorisation [Shor 

(1994)] have generated huge interest in quantum computation, with some practical 

implementations beginning to appear [DiCarlo et al. (2009)] [Johnson et al. (2011)]. 

Cellular automata are an example of a radically different computing 

architecture consisting of discrete cells in a matrix with a set of possible states, and 

transformation rules that govern how each cell evolves over time. The simplest 

examples are the Elementary Cellular Automata (ECAs); one dimensional arrays of 

cells with two possible states which evolve each time step by comparing the state of 

the cell and its two immediate neighbours with a state transition function [Wolfram 

(2002)]. Even this simple model of computation is universal [Cook (2004)]. 

Wolfram classes detail the complexity of behaviour of ECAs. There are four classes: 

Class 1: Almost all initial states evolve into a uniform final state or alternates 

between two states. 

Class 2: Many uniform or repetitive final states exist, but they exist of 

repeating simple structures.  

Class 3: The ECA evolves in an apparently random manner.  

Class 4: Localised structures form and interact in ‘interesting’ ways. 

Famous two dimensional examples include von-Neumann’s universal 

constructors [von Neumann (1966)] and Conway’s Game of Life [Gardner (1970)], a 
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biologically inspired game that has been shown to be universal [Berlekamp et al. 

(1982)].  

Another biologically inspired computing paradigm are P-Systems, also 

known as membrane computers [Paun (1998)] [Păun (2006)]. Drawing inspiration 

from biological modelling techniques, a P-System consists of a hierarchy of 

membranes each containing symbols and rules that govern the evolution of those 

symbols. The idea of a computer able to divide and grow in response to the 

complexity of a problem has generated interest [Paun (2001)] as P-systems can, in 

principle, solve NP-Complete problems in reasonable time
2
. 

It should be noted that at present, all the computing paradigms mentioned in 

this article can be simulated on a conventional computer (itself a universal Turing 

machine). Though they could in theory offer advantages in speed of execution or 

increased integration with the physical world, they are no more powerful than a 

Turing machine once implemented in physical reality. This is the physical variation 

of the Church-Turing thesis; that all physically computable functions are Turing 

computable. [Cotogno (2003)] 

Church-Turing Thesis: Any function that is intuitively computable is computable by 

some Turing machine (Turing-computable for short). [Piccinini (2011)] 

Physical Church-Turing Thesis:  Any function that is physically computable is 

Turing computable. [Piccinini (2011)] 

2.3. Unconventional Molecular Computing 

Molecular computing is the use of populations of molecules to implement 

computational devices. Molecular computing has been heavily researched, with a 

variety of molecules and supramolecular assemblies [Lehn (1988)] [Katz (2012)] 

showing promise for implementing logical functions. For example, crown-ethers 

with ions as inputs will form gels or remain fluid, mimicking many common logic 

functions [Qi et al. (2012)]. Macrocycle-clip complexes with ions as inputs change 

colour, implementing a 2-input NOR gate. [Cheng et al. (2005)]. 

                                                 
2
 Implementing this would, however, be impossible. 
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A common benchmark for molecular computing is the creation of half-

adders. One of the simplest logical circuits but also one of the most important; the 

half-adder adds two one-bit numbers together. As half-adders require XOR gates and 

AND gates, there are many examples of XOR and AND implementations. 

[Prasanna de Silva and McClenaghan (2000)] uses hydrogen and calcium ions, and 

the ‘output’ is optical transmittance. [de Silva et al. (1997)] shows an anthracene 

fluorophore (a fluorescent molecule)  with amine and crown ether moieties 

(functional groups attached to a molecule), where the fluorescence is quenched 

unless hydrogen and sodium ions are present, implementing an AND gate.  

Molecular computing suffers from low execution speeds, taking 0.1 ms for an 

enzyme interaction compared to just nanoseconds for a CPU operation [Conrad 

(1985)]. One possible way to mitigate this is via molecular electronics, using 

molecules [Aviram and Ratner (1974)] [Reed et al. (1997)] [Flood et al. (2004)] and 

supramolecular assemblies [Schenning et al. (2004)] to implement electrical 

components. 

The use of biological molecules for molecular computing implementations is 

common. Of the biological molecules, DNA is one of the most heavily researched 

[Amos (2005)]. Perhaps the most famous example of DNA computing is Adleman’s 

paper on solving combinatorial problems [Adleman (1994)]. By using the massively 

parallel nature of molecular interactions, the nature of DNA base bonding, and 

coupled with the ability to create custom DNA strands a solution to a seven-point 

directed Hamiltonian path problem was found.  

Figure 2.2 a) shows the example used by Adleman. The directed Hamiltonian 

path problem involves proving the existence of a path that starts at a specified vertex 

(vin), ends at a specified vertex (vout) and which visits all vertices along the way once 

by following directed edges. By encoding all the vertices in the graph with 20-long 

chains of DNA bases, and all the edges with 20-long chains of bases such that the 

first half of the edge strand would bind to the corresponding origin vertex strand, and 

the second half to the destination vertex strand, all possible paths through the system 

could be rapidly produced.  
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The rapid generation of a huge number of random paths through graph 

represents the first step of the algorithm. The remaining steps involve filtering 

invalid paths out of the sample: 

i. Generate a large number of random paths through the graph that can 

be reasonably expected to contain a valid solution if one exists. 

ii. Remove all paths that do not begin with vin, and do not end with vout. 

iii. Keep only paths of length |V| where V is the number of vertices in the 

graph. 

iv. Keep only those paths which visit all vertices once. 

v. If any path remains, return yes. Else no. 

 

Figure 2.2: Adleman’s massively parallel DNA computer. a) The directed 7-node 

Hamiltonian path problem, as solved by Adleman’s DNA computer. The solution to this 

problem is simply 0→1, 1→2, 2→3, 3→4, 4→5, 5→6, though Adleman’s computer only 

proves the existence of this path, and does not output the path itself. b) DNA bases only bind 

in specific pairs. Example DNA strands showing how two vertices can be joined by an edge, 

and how a possible solution is started and terminated. 
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Another possible application of DNA is in self-assembling systems. Self 

assembly is the process of a disordered system that forms order via the local 

interactions of components without any overarching plan. DNA can self assemble 

into a variety of structures [Li et al. (2009)] and direct the assembly of proteins 

[Niemeyer (2002)]. Wang tiles [Wang (1960)] are an example of a self-assembly 

computing logic and DNA [Winfree et al. (1998)] ‘tiles’ could implement these. 

Phospholipids self assemble to form lipid bilayers and vesicles, intrinsic components 

of biological life. 

A related form of unconventional computing is chemical computing. 

Chemical computation is the use of chemical samples and reactions between them to 

compute solutions to problems. One of the most common chemical reactions used is 

the Belousov-Zhabotinsky Reaction (BZ Reaction) [Belousov (1959)] [Ichino et al. 

(2008)], a mixture of bromine and acid which oscillates between colourless and 

coloured as the concentration of cerium ions varies. These oscillations have been 

used in collision based computation [Adamatzky (2004)] producing logic gates and 

circuits as waves collide and fragment [Adamatzky et al. (2012)]. 

One possible approach is to implement conventional von-Neumann 

architecture on a non-conventional substrate (i.e. not silicon). Graphene (carbon 

monolayers) shows promise in implementing transistors with higher switching rates 

[Lin et al. (2010)] and computers with improved battery capacities [Stankovich et al. 

(2006)]. Conductive polymers could lead to flexible computers [Shirakawa et al. 

(1977)] [Inzelt (2012)]. 

2.4. Molecular Switches 

Molecular switches are molecules with multiple stable forms which can be 

switched between these forms reversibly via application of a stimulus, such as light 

[Exelby and Grinter (1965)], temperature [Mehta and Sen (2009)], the presence of 

other chemical species [Qi et al. (2012)] or pH [Pasparakis et al. (2009)]. In some 

cases, this may be a change in the molecule’s shape or alignment. In other cases, it 

could be the locking/unlocking action of two mechanically interlinked molecules in a 

supramolecular construct [Green et al. (2007)]. For example, molecular shuttles are a 

self-assembled supramolecular construct consisting of a  movable macrocycle ‘bead’ 

on a polyether ‘thread’ transitioning between hydroquinol ‘stations’, with 
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triisopropylsilyl ‘stoppers’ at each end to prevent the bead falling off [Anelli et al. 

(1991)].  It could also be the capture/release of two molecules with a host/guest 

relationship [Shinkai et al. (1981)] [Harris et al. (2011)]. The different forms of the 

molecules have different properties and behaviours. 

Molecular switches play an important role in natural biology, such as 

switching proteins in ion channels and enzymes. Ion channels permit or restrict the 

passage of ions via conformal change in response to membrane potential or ligands 

[Hille (2001)]. Enzymes can alter rates of chemical reactions, and can undergo 

conformal changes in response to chemical signals [Hammes (2002)]. Research into 

synthetic switches that control gene expression is an important aspect of synthetic 

biology [Weber and Fussenegger (2011)].    

2.5. Photochromic Molecular Switches 

Photochromic molecules [Exelby and Grinter (1965)] [Dürr and Bouas-

Laurent (2003)] are a sub-type of molecular switch with multiple stable forms which 

can be reversibly switched between these forms via the absorption of 

electromagnetic radiation within an absorption spectrum. The most common 

application familiar to most is in optically reactive spectacle lenses [Le Naour-Sene 

(1981)], which use spiropyrans or metal dithizonate in a polymer matrix to switch 

from a transparent to an opaque form upon absorption of ultraviolet light. There are 

many families of photochromic molecules [Guglielmetti (2003)] including some 

photochromic supramolecular constructs [Vögtle et al. (1993)] and some change 

their chiralty in response to light [Feringa et al. (2000)]. Some photochromic 

molecules change colour, others change between a fluorescent and non-fluorescent 

form.  

There are several issues to consider when working with photochromic 

molecules. The first issue is that not all photons incident to a sample are absorbed by 

the photochromic molecules. The molar absorptivity of the photochromic molecule 

(ε, how strongly a molecule absorbs photons) and the thickness of the sample 

determine the proportion of photons which are absorbed. Remaining photons simply 

pass straight through the sample. 

The second is the quantum yields (Ф). The quantum yield of a transition is 

the probability that a photon which was absorbed will induce an event (such as a 
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form change). The quantum yield is dependent on the wavelength of absorbed 

photons and the current molecular form. A two-state photochromic molecule with 

forms A and B will hence have quantum yields, 
BA  and 

AB . ФA→B and ФB→A 

will have peak wavelengths for which the quantum yields are high, with decreasing 

quantum yields away from that point. A quantum yield is a dimensionless value 

between 0 (no absorbed photons cause an event) and 1 (all absorbed photons cause 

an event). [Valeur (2001)]   

A third issue is thermal transitions. Though energy imparted by photons is 

the primary means of form transitions in photochromic molecules, thermal energy 

can also cause transitions. For any given temperature, a sample of molecules will 

exist in a Boltzmann distribution of kinetic energy; some have low energy, and some 

have a very high energy. Above a threshold of kinetic energy (the activation energy), 

the molecule will spontaneously change form. Typically the non-fluorescent form is 

the most thermodynamically stable, so random thermal transitions will trend towards 

the non-fluorescent form, as the transition from fluorescent form to non-fluorescent 

form requires less energy than the opposite. However, as all transitions can occur via 

thermal effects, a photochromic molecular sample left at a constant temperature will 

‘thermally relax’ towards an equilibrium in which the proportion of molecules in 

each form are dependent on the temperature and the properties of the molecule. 

[Guglielmetti (2003)] A summary of these issues can be seen in Figure 2.3. 

A variety of reversibly switchable photochromic molecular probes exist. 

Some have additional interesting properties. Spiroamido-rhodamine [Kolmakov et al. 

(2010)] switches from a non-fluorescent form to a fluorescent form on absorption of 

ultraviolet light, and rapidly relaxes thermally. This rate of relaxation requires a high 

intensity of ultraviolet light to convert and the fluorescent form is highly unstable. 

Diheteroarylethenes can be used for photochromic Förster resonance energy transfer 

(pcFRET) imaging [Giordano et al. (2002)], where the form of the 

diheteroarylethene molecule governs if FRET occurs (See section 2.6: Fluorescence 

for more details). Azobenzene can be bound to a protein and allow allosteric control 

(allowing/inhibiting the binding with other proteins) depending on the form of the 

azobenzene molecule [Volgraf et al. (2006)]. Mutated Dronpa proteins can also be 

switched [Ando et al. (2007)] to improve contrast in biological imaging applications.  
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Photochromic molecules offer possibilities to overcome the difficulties of 

inter-component signalling in molecular logic circuits. [Raymo and Giordani (2002)] 

uses three fluorescent molecules in a container, where the emission wavelengths of 

these molecules are tailored to the absorption wavelength of a spiropyran’s three 

forms. The spiropyran is contained in a separate cell. The result is that specific 

wavelengths of fluorescence are absorbed as they pass through the spiropyran cell 

depending on the form of the spiropyran. Though it allows for permissive 

communication via allowed wavelengths, it requires careful positioning of the two 

cells, uses three additional optical inputs and has low efficiency.  
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Figure 2.3: Three issues with photochromic molecules. a) Not all photons incident to a 

sample will be absorbed, many will pass straight through. b) Not all absorbed photons cause 

an event such as a form change. This is given by the quantum yield. c) Thermal energy can 

also cause events, trending to cause samples to thermally relax to their most stable form. 

2.6. Fluorescence 

A common property in photochromic molecules is that one form is 

fluorescent. Luminescence a term describing the general phenomena of the emission 

of photons from an electronically excited molecular species. Fluorescence describes 
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the special case when the excitation is due to the absorption of photons (compared to 

thermoluminescence for heat, or bioluminescence for a biochemical process), and the 

emitted photon is produced due to immediate relaxation of the excited molecule 

(compared to phosphorescence in which there is a delay, as leveraged by ‘glow in 

the dark’ products). [Valeur (2001)] A fluorescent molecule is known as a 

fluorophore. 

The absorption of photons of appropriate wavelengths (dependant on the 

molecule) causes orbital electrons to be excited to higher energy levels. Fluorophores 

will have excitation spectra; absorption bands of wavelengths that will cause 

excitation. These spectra have a peak absorption wavelength, with decreasing rates 

of absorption further from the peak, and each wavelength of photon will have an 

associated quantum yield of fluorescence. [Valeur (2001)] 

The energy lost when the electron relaxes is released as a photon. This will 

also have an emission spectra with a peak wavelength, though due to energy lost 

during the emission process the emitted photon will be of a lower energy (and hence 

longer wavelength) than the exciting photon. This energy loss is known as Stoke’s 

shift, as shown in Figure 2.4. [Valeur (2001)] 
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Figure 2.4: Stoke’s shift is the loss of energy during the fluorescence process. Emitted 

photons will have lower energy (and hence longer wavelength) than the excitatory photons. 

An issue with fluorophores is photobleaching. Photobleaching is the 

photochemical damage of a fluorophore by excitatory photons until it no longer 

functions. In photochromic molecules, this effectively fixes it into the non-

fluorescent form, reducing the fluorescent dynamic range of a photochromic 

molecular sample. The exact properties of the bleached state vary between species of 

photochromic molecule. The rate of photobleaching can be expressed as a quantum 

yield Фbleach which describes the probability of an excited molecule becoming 

bleached. 

One use of photochromic molecules is in the imaging of proteins within 

living systems. By using photochromic optical probes targeted for specific proteins, 

excitatory stimulus causes the probes to fluoresce depending on their form, which 

can then be detected. The areas of fluorescence then correspond to the concentration 

of protein. The use of fluorophores can be problematic as excitation will cause all 

fluorophores to fluoresce - including endogenous fluorophores - both inside and 

outside the focal plane [Yan et al. (2011)], resulting in low contrast. The irreversible 

uncaging of caged fluorophores can be used [Mitchison (1989)] to alleviate this - 
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only fluorescing once uncaged with ultraviolet light - but the fluorophores cannot be 

recaged. By using switching fluorescent probes, the fluorescence signal before 

switching the probes to the fluorescent form can be subtracted from the signal after 

switching to the fluorescence form, improving contrast dramatically.  

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a useful phenomenon leveraged 

in biological imaging. Two molecules (dubbed the donor and acceptor) can transfer 

energy without intermediate fluorescence if the emission spectrum of the donor 

overlaps the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. [Valeur (2001)] This energy 

transfer only occurs when the donor and acceptor are in very close proximity, 

providing a means of determining the distance between two molecules. In biological 

imaging the donor and acceptor molecules are tagged to other biological molecules 

(i.e. proteins), and excitatory stimulus will cause the donor to fluorescence if the 

molecules are not proximate, and the acceptor to fluoresce with a different 

wavelength to the donor if they are (i.e. during protein interactions).  

2.7. Spiropyran Photochromic Molecular Switches and NitroBIPS 

The species of photochromic molecule studied in this thesis are the 

spiropyrans. The photochromic properties of spiropyrans were first discovered in 

1952 [Fischer and Hirshberg (1952)] and potential applications to data storage were 

rapidly identified. [Hirshberg (1956)]. NitroBIPS (1’,3’-dihydro-1’,3’,3’-trimethyl-

6-nitrospiro[2H-1-benzopyran-2-2’-2H-indole], nitrobenzospiropyran or 6-nitro-

BIPS and shortened to NBIPS) is one such spiropyran. 

NitroBIPS is a leuco dye, with a colourless non-fluorescent spiropyran form 

(SP), and an intense purple fluorescent merocyanine form (MC). The SP → MC 

transition is hence known as ‘colouration’, and the reverse as ‘decolouration’. 

Colouration occurs upon absorption of an ultraviolet photon, with an absorption peak 

~365nm (λc) [Marriott et al. (2008)] with an associated quantum yield Фc. 

Decolouration occurs upon absorption of a visible wavelength photon, with an 

absorption peak ~543nm green (λd) with an associated quantum yield Фd. The 

absorption of green light is the cause of MC-form molecules’ purple colour. MC 

molecules are fluorescent via an excited MC* state with an excitation wavelength 

equal to λd and a quantum yield Фf. Emission is in the orange range. (λf ~630 nm). A 

summary of these transitions can be seen in Figure 2.5. The ability of NitroBIPS to 
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fluoresce only in the MC form allows us to measure the proportion of forms in a 

sample of NitroBIPS. Irradiating an MC-form molecule with visible light either 

causes fluorescence, or decolouration. For populations of molecules, a sample of 

MC-form molecules fluoresces and decolours simultaneously.  

 

Figure 2.5: Forms of NitroBIPS and their relative energy levels, and the transitions between 

them. Each transition is named and labelled with the stimulus required to induce the change.  

The absorption peaks λc and λd are approximate, as NitroBIPS is 

solvatochromic; the less polar the solvent, the higher the molecular mobility and 

hence the less energy is required for form transitions, and hence the absorption peak 

shifts to a longer wavelength [Wojtyk et al. (2000)] [Görner and Matter (2001)]. For 

similar reasons quantum yields improve in lower polarity solvents, as high as 0.75 

for Фd in toluene [Görner and Matter (2001)]. Though this property would lower the 

use of NitroBIPS in biological settings (being typically highly polar), quantum yields 

improve when NitroBIPS is bound to a protein or membrane [Yan et al. (2011)]. 

Additionally, the peak wavelength of emitted photons and the peak wavelength of 

excitation vary depending on the wavelength used to colourise the sample; different 

ultraviolet wavelengths cause different Merocyanine isomers to be formed, each with 

different absorption and emission spectra [Wohl and Kuciauskas (2005)]. 

Like other photochromic molecules, NitroBIPS is subject to photobleaching 

and thermally induced transitions. As SP is the more stable, a sample of NitroBIPS 

will relax to a majority-SP equilibrium that is dependent on the temperature. This 
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effect limits the ability for spiropyrans to be used as long term data storage [Wojtyk 

et al. (2000)]. The rate of thermal decay is solvent dependant, with lower polarities 

decaying quicker due to less energy being required for transitions. Reported rate 

constants at for nitro-substituted spiropyrans suggest that NitroBIPS undergoes the 

most rapid thermal relaxation compared to other similar spiropyrans [Wojtyk et al. 

(2000)]. Photobleaching occurs when the excited MC* molecule undergoes inter-

system crossing in which it irreversibly enters a non-fluorescent state (referred to as 

B) and ceases to function.  

2.8. Systems and Synthetic Biology 

Systems biology is the study of the regulatory networks and molecular 

interactions in biological systems to produce models and analyses. [Kitano (2001)] 

These methods allow us a window into the underlying processes that govern life and 

how we might modify these processes. The engineering of existing biological 

entities to implement new behaviour not seen in nature is known as synthetic 

biology, and is an extension of systems biology that bridges the gap from 

understanding to manipulation. 

Synthetic biology has two primary and competing methodologies: top-down 

and bottom-up. Top-down synthetic biology is taking existing biology and editing it. 

By taking a systems biology approach to life and understanding the processes that 

govern it, it can be altered. Taking entire blocks of genetic code from one life form 

and introducing it into another is one method. For example, introducing Green 

Fluorescent Protein (GFP) genes into the same regulatory sequence as another 

protein, allowing protein production to be monitored via fluorescence [Chalfie et al. 

(1994)]. Colonies of engineered Escherichia-coli have been shown to exhibit the 

functionality of logic gates, with multiple colonies communicating to form logic 

circuits [Tamsir et al. (2011)]. However, the production of binary logic gates in cells 

by introducing new transcription regulatory networks is difficult, as existing 

transcription networks interfere [Silva-Rocha and de Lorenzo (2008)]. The creation 

of a minimal cell – the simplest possible organism – is an important aim of synthetic 

biology as it would allow for the introduction of new processes without first 

understanding all existing processes. [Heinemann and Panke (2006)] [Forster and 

Church (2006)] [Gil et al. (2004)]. 
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The alternative is bottom-up synthetic biology, which begins from simpler 

chemical elements and seeks to develop reusable modules from which life can be 

synthesized. The production of an artificial cell (referred to as protocells, chemical 

cells or ‘chells’) capable of reproduction and reacting to the environment would be 

the first step to an extendable framework where additional modules and routines 

could be introduced. There is no accepted measure by which a chell could be 

declared ‘alive’ [Cronin et al. (2006)], but production of bespoke life is a major goal 

of synthetic biology.  

What components are necessary for a minimal chell is generally clearly 

agreed upon [Porcar et al. (2011)] [Moya et al. (2009)]; a container for internal 

mechanisms and protection (i.e. a cell’s membrane), some internal functional 

elements that execute the chell’s self regulation and environmental interactions (i.e. a 

cell’s metabolism), and replicable data storage so the chell can reproduce (i.e. DNA). 

How exactly each of these components could be implemented is less clear. 

One possible way of regulating chell processes is via molecular switches, 

either as internal mechanisms or as a way for the environment to interact and modify 

chell behaviour. Though this thesis does not implement any synthetic biology, the 

choice of photochromic molecules for implementing universal computation was 

made with an eye towards possible synthetic biology applications both from the top-

down and the bottom-up. NitroBIPS and spiropyrans in general are strategic assets in 

the pursuit of methods for embedding ‘interfaceable’ computation in cells and chells.  

NitroBIPS and spiropyrans in general are of interest to synthetic biology due 

to the numerous possibilities for interaction with biological processes. NitroBIPS 

and other spiropyrans can be bound to proteins [Sakata et al. (2005)] and enzymes 

[Aizawa et al. (1977)] via the introduction of a linked probe, and can control the 

dipolar interactions of the targeted molecule depending on the state of the 

spiropyran.  Spiropyrans bound to single chain lipids can form small unilamellar 

vesicles (SUV) where the interior content of the SUV will be released if the 

spiropyrans are in the MC form. [Ohya et al. (1998)] The MC-form spiropyrans 

cause the vesicle membrane to be perturbed, allowing molecules to escape without 

permanent damage to the membrane; the higher the proportion of MC-form 

molecules, the greater the rate of release. Channel proteins embedded in membranes 
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can also be controlled via attached spiropyrans [Koçer et al. (2005)]. Spiropyrans are 

encapsulable in vesicles 200 to 500nm in diameter [Carol A. Jennings et al. (1997)]. 

Spiropyrans can also be reversibly intercalated to targeted DNA strands [Andersson 

et al. (2008)] without prior modification to the DNA molecule. This potentially 

allows for the selective reversible inhibition of parts of DNA strands by introducing 

spiropyrans. Some potential applications of the results in this thesis to synthetic 

biology are further discussed in Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions. 
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Chapter 3: Computational Model 

and Programmability 

A basic description of photochromic molecular behaviour is given in 2.5 

Photochromic Molecular Switches and 2.7 Spiropyran Photochromic Molecular 

Switches and NitroBIPS. From this behaviour, we must form a basic machine model 

which allows for the storage of data and the execution of logic functions, which can 

then be experimentally implemented. This section also details how to program 

photochromic systems, converting from a logic circuit to a series of light pulses and 

fluorescence measurements. 

3.1. Computational Model 

3.1.1 Registers 

A register can be defined with three basic actions; increment, decrement and 

read. There are two fundamental actions in a photochromic memory system; 

colourise and decolourise, representing the application of colourisation-wavelength 

and decolourisation-wavelength photons. Colourise is equivalent to incrementation, 

and decolourisation fulfils both decrementation and reading. These functions are 

applied to a sample of photochromic molecules, altering a measurable property; in 

this case the proportion of MC-form molecules which can be measured via the 

intensity of fluorescence under excitation stimulus. 

The computational model here could be applied to any photochromic 

molecule or indeed molecular switch, with two stimuli that increment and decrement 
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an observable property. For NitroBIPS, decolouration and measurement are the same 

action as the photon wavelengths required to decolour and illicit fluorescence are the 

same. For other molecules, the decolour and measure actions may be separate.  

Writing 

As described in 2.7, colouration and decolouration are the two stimuli that 

cause a form-change in NitroBIPS. For NitroBIPS, ultraviolet-wavelength photons 

colourise, and visible-wavelength photons decolourise. Colourisation causes an 

increase in the proportion MC-form molecules in the NitroBIPS sample, and 

decolouration causes a decrease. 

Abstracting away from molecular forms and wavelengths, instead consider 

that a sample of photochromic molecules can store a number of distinguishable 

values. A sample of molecular switches can store data as the relative concentrations 

of molecules in each of the two stable states, giving a non-binary integer register. An 

integer register stores a value, from V0 to Vmax, where max is the maximum capacity 

of the register. For NitroBIPS, we designate an increase in the proportion of MC-

form molecules (and hence an increase in measured fluorescence) as an increase in 

the value of the sample.  

The two fundamental actions colourise and decolourise hence serve to 

increment and decrement the register’s value. The duration of pulses is application, 

hardware, sample and molecular species-dependant, but to abstract from exact 

durations and indeed exact stimulus type, we can represent colouration as ↑y and 

decolouration as ↓y, where y is the change in the value caused by the pulse. i.e.: 

Vx + ↑y = Vx+y x + y < max Equation 1 

Vx + ↑y = Vmax x + y ≥ max Equation 2 

Vx + ↓y = Vx-y x > y Equation 3 

Vx + ↓y = V0 x ≤ y Equation 4 

where Equation 2 is the ceiling restriction and Equation 4 is the floor restriction. 

These restrictions are crucial, as they represent the mechanism by which 

photochromic memory can execute logic functions. 
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Reading 

 Reading a photochromic register requires us to determine the proportion of 

MC-form molecules in the sample. MC-form molecules fluoresce under excitation 

stimulus, so the higher the intensity of recorded fluorescence under excitation 

stimulus, the higher the proportion of MC-form molecules. 

 Rather than have a separate read action, photochromic molecules fluoresce 

under decolouration stimulus. Hence, decrementation and reading a register occur 

simultaneously, as shown in Figure 3.1. The value of a register can be determined 

any time a decrement action is enacted, regardless of the amount of decrementation. 

This does mean a register cannot be read without some amount of decrementation, 

and that a register’s value will necessarily be changed by a read action, i.e. reading is 

destructive.  

 

Figure 3.1: The two basic actions of a photochromic register, and two additional edge cases 

representing the floor and ceiling restriction, corresponding to Equation 1 to Equation 4. 

Note that decolouration and read are the same action. The dashed outlines represent the 

ability to determine the value of x when this action is enacted. 

If a register is to be read, but kept at its previous value, it could (for example) 

be subjected to ↓1 followed by ↑1 stimulus, providing a decrement action to allow for 

reading while returning the register to its previous state. The exception to this case 

would be for a register already in V0, where no colouration stimulus would be 

required. 
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3.1.2 Logic Gates 

A logic gate is an extension to our model of registers. It consists of a 

sequence of pulses which enact the gate inputs. A gate begins by being initialised to 

V0 and the output of the gate is the value the gate ends in, which is then read like a 

register. The logic gate is subject to an input-dependant sequence of light pulses, 

leaving the gate in the output value. Some pulses require tagging to show their 

relation with the inputs to the gate. 

{n, ↕y}: A stimulus that either occurs or does not depending on the inputs to 

the logic gate. A gate’s inputs are labelled a, b, c... and for each execution of 

the gate they will each be True or False. For example, a gate may have an 

input a which has an associated pulse {a, ↑1}. If a is True, this is equivalent to 

a ↑1 pulse. If a is False, this is equivalent to ↑0 or no pulse at all. 

An n-arity logic gate is defined as [c, (p*), o] where: 

c: c is the capacity of register required to operate. Photochromic logic gates 

are extensions to photochromic registers, and require certain range of values 

to operate. Most gates require a minimum capacity, rendered as c+. Some 

require an exact capacity to operate, rendered as c!. 

(p*): An ordered list of pulses. It contains a combination of tagged pulses to 

enact the gate inputs, and ‘moderator’ pulses which occur regardless of the 

pattern of inputs. Not all gate inputs need corresponding input pulses; some 

logical functions are not dependant on all their inputs. 

o: The output pulse. This will always be a ↓ pulse with duration equal to the 

highest possible value the gate can be in at the end of (p*). The output pulse 

allows the determination of the final state of the logic gate as a read pulse 

does with a register, and resets the gate to V0 for subsequent executions. For 

most logic gates, a reading of V0 implies False, and ≥V1 implies True. This is 

a ‘unique’ gate; any fluorescence during the output phase (above background 

noise) implies truth.  
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Figure 3.2: Logic Gate operation for unique logic gates. Depending on the inputs to the 

gate, the gate can be left in V0, or a higher value ≥V1. The output pulse will then determine 

the state of the logic gate via the level of fluorescence detected. Note any transition from a 

higher value to a lower value will cause fluorescence. Only fluorescence during the output 

pulse must be considered. 

A summary of logic gate operation in this definition is shown in Figure 3.2. An 

example in this definition is the 2-input AND gate: 

2-AND = [3+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}, {↓1}), ↓1] 

We see that an AND gate requires 3 values, V0, V1 and V2. A moderator 

decolours by one value before the output is measured, so only if both inputs were 

true and set the gate to V2 will the output be positive, as summarised in Table 1.  

Input a 

Value 

Input b 

Value 

Input a 

Pulse Value 

Change 

Input b 

Pulse Value 

Change 

Moderator 

Pulse Value 

Change 

Final Value 

Before 

Output 

Output 

Pulse Value 

Change 

Truth 

Value 

F F 0 0 -1* 0 -1* F 

T F +1 0 -1 0 -1* F 

F T 0 +1 -1 0 -1* F 

T T +1 +1 -1 1 -1 T 

Table 1: Possible execution paths for a 2-AND gate. Negative value changes marked with an 

asterisk (*) do not affect the system as the register was already in V0 and those changes 

were subject to the floor restriction.  
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eNBIPS gates have three properties not common to traditional logic gates. 

The first is uniqueness. A gate is unique if the output is False for V0 and True for 

≥V1. This can be imagined as the gate being true if there is any fluorescence (above a 

threshold for background noise) during the output pulse. A gate is non-unique if the 

output is True for a given value, and False for all others. For example, the non-

unique gate XOR is True for V1, and False for V0 and ≥V2. Uniqueness is a desirable 

trait as it simplifies implementation by not relying on a specific value, but rather any 

level of fluorescence above the lower bound for V1. 

The second property is equality of output. As stated for uniqueness, a unique 

gate is one with any fluorescence implying True. Equality of output takes this a step 

further, and states that all True outputs must be exactly V1.  

The third property is commutability. An AND gate is an example of a 

commutable gate; inputs are not separated by moderators and are similar. The inputs 

could arrive in any order (including simultaneously) during the input phase and still 

operate correctly. The input phase is the section of the pulse order in which the 

inputs arrive, separate from any moderators or the output pulse. During this phase, 

the inputs could be rearranged, arrive simultaneously or have a delay between arrival 

and the gate will still operate. Commutability is desirable as it reduces an 

implementation’s reliance on the order of pulses.  

Photochromic logic gates do not require inputs to arrive simultaneously. 

Inputs arrive serially for non-commutable gates and serial or parallel for commutable 

gates. There can be an indeterminate length of time between light pulses, allowing 

for partial execution of gates, temporally separated inputs, or leaving the output of a 

gate unknown until a later time. 

3.1.3 Logic Circuits 

A logic circuit is a set of logic gates connected to one another, with one or 

more defined input nodes and one or more output nodes. We define a circuit as a set 

of logic gates and nodes as defined in the previous section, but with an extended 

notation to record how gates are connected. 
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A logic gate is now defined as [id, c, (p*), o] where id is a unique identifier 

used by other gates’ input pulses to reference this gate, and c, (p*) and o are 

unchanged from the previous definition. 

Input pulses in (p*) have an altered definition {s, ↕y} where s is the ‘source’ 

id of the input, either an input node id or the id of a previous gate. The value of the 

source determines the value of this input. ↕y is unchanged from the previous 

definition. 

The circuit as a whole hence has a definition [(i*), (o*), (g*)] where: 

(i*) is a set of one or more input nodes. An input node is just an id. No True 

or False value is assigned to a node as this definition is a general one for all 

possible input values. 

(o*) is a set of one or more output nodes. An output node is s, where s is the 

id of a logic gate or input node in the system. 

(g*) is the ordered set of zero or more gates in the circuit. 

 

Figure 3.3: An example circuit Cex.  

As an example of this representation, the circuit shown in Figure 3.3 would 

be represented as: 

Cex = [(i0, i1, i2), (g1), ([g0, 3+, ({i0, ↑1}, {i1, ↑1}, {↓1}), ↓1], [g1, 3+, ({↑2}, {g0, ↓1}, {i2, 

↓1}), ↓2])] 

Note that gate inputs now carry specific identifiers of their source, rather than 

the a, b of single logic gate definitions. Also note that the output node id o0 is not 
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included in this representation. Instead, the id of the gate whose output is the value 

of o0 is included. 

An alternative representation suitable for large circuits with repeated gate 

types is pre-definition of gates. Rather than defining each gate in (g*), only the 

identifiers and a gate-type are included, and the gate definitions are given separately. 

The example circuit in Figure 3.4 would be defined as: 

Cex2 = [(i0, i1, i2), (g1), ([g0, 2-NOR, (i0, i1)], [g1, 2-NOR, (g0, i2)])] 

2-NOR = [2+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓1] 

 

Figure 3.4: An example circuit Cex2. 

3.2. Programming the System 

Programming a photochromic memory-based system starts with a logic 

circuit you wish to implement, serialises it into a sequence of gates, and then defines 

each logic gate as a sequence of light pulses. The implementation of logic circuits 

supports two modes of operation; drag and drop, and compile. The first is suitable 

for smaller, simple circuits, and involves manually placing and connecting gate 

objects in a program. The second is suitable for larger, more complex circuits, and 

involves designing the circuit in Logisim [Burch (2005)], compiling the circuit into a 

pulse sequence, and running the pulse sequence through an interpreter program. 

Both methods must deal with the inherent limitations of photochromic logic 

gates and our implementation of them, namely, that we do not implement non-

unique gates (we circumvent this with equivalent sub-circuits however), that gates 

cannot be run in parallel (although in principle this could be achieved) and that the 

output of eNBIPS gates cannot be used as the direct input to a subsequent gate (the 

major limitation of our approach). 
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3.2.1 Drag and Drop Circuits 

Drag and drop circuits allow a user to implement simple circuits within the 

LabVIEW programming environment. Section 4.2.3 describes LabVIEW in more 

detail, but briefly LabVIEW is a development environment with a visual 

programming language, designed to interface with external hardware. Virtual 

Instruments and subVIs are the functions within this language, and they are wired 

together to exchange data. By programming gates as subVIs (detailed in Section 

7.3), the user can drag and drop gates to construct circuits in any LabVIEW program.  

Implementation of circuits using non-unique gates (typically XOR) requires 

manual alteration to replace the non-unique gate with an equivalent sub-circuit of 

unique gates (called uniquifying). As each gate takes the optical tasks as input and 

outputs the suspended tasks for subsequent gates, the wiring of gates gives an 

implicit serialisation. The output of each gate is stored by the LabVIEW computer to 

be reinterpreted as an input pulse. This addresses the three issues our 

implementations must consider, but the manual uniquification and manual 

serialisation are prone to human error on all but the simplest of circuits (the complex 

wiring can be seen in Figure 3.5). To address this problem, a circuit compiler was 

produced. 
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Figure 3.5: Example drag and drop circuit in LabVIEW. This implements Rule 60 (see 

Chapter 8: Photochromic Molecular Elementary Cellular Automata) 

3.2.2 Compiled Circuits 

For larger, more complex circuits for which manual uniquification is 

unrealistic and manual serialisation would be time consuming, we developed an 

alternative circuit implementation workflow. Compiled circuits follow a five step 

process from design to execution. 

i. Circuit Design: The circuit is first designed in a 3
rd

 party program; 

Logisim [Burch (2005)] 

ii. Wire Parser: To convert from Logisim’s XML-based .circ file type, a 

parser was programmed that converts the XML to Java objects. 
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iii. Uniquifier: As we do not implement non-unique gates, the uniquifier 

was programmed to take the parsed circuit and replace any non-

unique gates with equivalent sub-circuits of unique gates. 

iv. Serialiser: As the planned experimental set-up can only execute gates 

in serial, the serialiser is a program which calculates the order gates 

should be executed in. It also outputs a text file with complete 

instructions for circuit execution. 

v. Execution: A LabVIEW VI was developed that takes the resulting 

text file from the serialiser and executes it on our hardware setup. 

Each step is looked at in more detail. 

Circuit Design 

To design the circuit, we use Logisim [Burch (2005)] as seen in Figure 3.6. 

Logisim is a tool for designing and simulating logic circuits, offering a simple drag 

and drop interface and numerous optimisation features. Logisim can generate circuits 

based on logical expressions, allowing the simple conversion of almost any function 

into a circuit. It also allows the construction of sub-circuits to simplify the creation 

of more complex logic gate circuits, and can neaten diagrams to aid interpretation. 

 Logisim also features automatic circuit minimisation which ensures the 

circuit is efficient before use. Analysis of the circuit can produce a truth table to 

ensure the circuit is executing the expected function. These features help save time 

and materials by ensuring circuit correctness. 
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Wire Parser 

The save format of Logisim is the .circ file. This XML-based text file defines 

the structure of the circuit in a very literal manner using coordinates and attributes 

for each component in the circuit. The Wire Parser was programmed in Java and 

uses DOM parsing to turn the XML file into objects, uses the coordinates of the 

wires in the system to determine groups of connected wires, determine what gate 

connections are attached to these groups and hence which gate is connected to which 

and how. 

a) 

b) 

Figure 3.6: Burch’s Logisim. a) Logisim [Burch (2005)] representation of Cex (Figure 

3.3) and the automatic generation of a truth table. b) Automatic minimisation of the 

circuit to a single 3-NAND gate. 
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Uniquifier 

 As photochromic logic gates do not have unique implementations of XOR or 

XNOR logic gates, any circuit must have these gates replaced. The uniquifier 

replaces XOR or XNOR gates in the circuit with an equivalent sub-circuit of NOR 

gates (as the simplest universal photochromic logic gate), giving the same 

functionality but a necessarily longer execution time, shown in Figure 3.7.  

 

Figure 3.7: The uniquifier converts non-unique gates (such as an XNOR on the left) into a 

sub-circuit of NOR gates that implements the same logic, without disrupting the rest of the 

circuit.  

This is useful as a quick fix for circuits with very few XOR or XNOR 

circuits, but for more complex circuits with many non-unique gates the removal is 

better handled as the Logisim stage, as the replacement sub-circuits carry an 

associated slow down (due to needing to execute more gates). The circuit 

minimisation functions built in to Logisim offer a more intelligent approach to the 

removal of redundant gates.   

Serialiser 

 The planned hardware implementation can only address a single logic gate at 

a time. As a result, any circuit with parallel elements needs to be refactored into a 

serial order. The algorithm for this is as follows: 

i. All gates and input nodes have an ‘order’ property Ox. This starts unassigned 

(Onull). An order is a unique value representing the serial order gates must be 

executed in. 

ii. Assign the n input nodes an order from O0 to On-1 

iii. Loop through all gates. If all the inputs to a gate have an order assigned, 

assign that gate order Ox such that x is the lowest order not currently assigned. 

If one or more inputs have order Onull, skip. 
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iv. Repeat loop until all gates have non-Onull order assigned. 

The serialiser also formats the circuit for the execution step. An example of 

the format can be seen in Figure 3.8, where the serialiser output for circuit Cex 

(Figure 3.3) is shown, with the elements explained. 

 

 

Execution 

Lastly, the serialiser output file is specified as the input into the execution 

LabVIEW program. This program loops, executing each light pulse in the input file 

in turn, and recording the fluorescence for any output pulses into an array. Any pulse 

with a pulse reference will perform an array look up to determine the value of the 

reference. The execution of compiled circuits is abstracted from the logic circuit 

itself; it is simply a list of light pulses and dependencies. 

Figure 3.8: Serialiser output for circuit Cex (Figure 3.3). Note that at this point, 

True/False values have been assigned to the inputs for execution. Pulse references 

are the ID of the input node or previous gate that determines whether this pulse 

will be enacted or not. A pulse reference of -1 implies that pulse should always be 

enacted. 

 

Pattern Output 
2 

1 

3 

0,1 

1,1 

2,1 

1 

0,10 

3,0,0,UC,1 

4,0,1,UC,1 

5,0,-1,GD,1 

6,0,-1,GO,1 

7,0,-1,UC,2 

8,0,6,GD,1 

9,0,2,GD,1 

10,0,-1,GO,2 

 

Meaning 
Highest register state required. 

Number of parallel logic gates (max 1 currently) 

Number of Inputs 

Input Nodes: Input Reference, Input Value  

 

 

Number of Outputs 

Output: Output Reference, Output Source 

Pulses:  

Pulse Reference, Logic Gate id, Source 

Reference, Type (UV Colouration, Green 

Decolouration, Green Output), Value Change. 
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Chapter 4: Methods 

To explore the possibilities of NitroBIPS in vitro or in vivo, it is necessary to 

first study the possibilities it affords us in isolation. This is the purpose of this thesis, 

to characterise and implement conventional data storage and conventional universal 

computation with an unconventional biocompatible molecule. A biocompatible 

molecule that is provably capable of data storage and universal computation would 

show great promise in synthetic biology applications. 

For this purpose, we require stable samples of NitroBIPS and an optical 

system with which we can illuminate and record fluorescence from these samples. 

Both need only be capable of establishing proof of concept implementations. 

In this section we detail the methods and protocols necessary to implement 

the experiments in this thesis. There are two major sections; production of eNBIPS 

samples, and building and characterising the experimental setup to expose the 

eNBIPS samples to stimulus. The eNBIPS samples and the experimental setup 

remain constant for all the experiments detailed in subsequent chapters.  

4.1. eNBIPS Samples 

For our experiments we require samples of NitroBIPS to expose to light and 

to record fluorescence. NitroBIPS requires dissolution in solvent to function, so any 

samples must be resistant to evaporation in order for the volume and concentration to 

remain constant. Evaporation over time will alter the concentration of NitroBIPS and 

hence alter its optical properties. NitroBIPS is solvatochromic and quantum yields 
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also change depending on the solvent. Good quantum yields at this stage are of a low 

priority as poor quantum yields simply increase the time to run experiments; the 

possibilities of NitroBIPS are unaltered. 

NitroBIPS is supplied as a powder (273619 Aldrich) and can be dissolved in 

a variety of solvents, including water, ethanol, methanol and toluene [Görner and 

Matter (2001)]. Low polarity solvents improve quantum yields but increase the rate 

of thermal relaxation. An unencapsulated solvent will rapidly evaporate, altering the 

rates of colouration and decolouration as the concentration of NitroBIPS changes. As 

discussed in later sections, much of our research relies on NitroBIPS samples 

behaving consistently over time so a fixed duration pulse of stimulus causes the 

expected response. As a result, any NitroBIPS samples must be encapsulated.   

 Samples should be stable to reduce wastage. This requires the samples be 

kept in the dark to prevent photobleaching. Samples should be uniform so sub-

regions can be addressed and expected to operate in the same way as any other sub-

region. Samples should also be safe to handle and inexpensive to produce. 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is a silicon polymer. It is transparent to both 

visible and UV light [Lee et al. (2003)]. PDMS is non-toxic [Mark (1999)] and is 

sometimes used as a food additive [McDonald’s Corporation (2012)]. Spiropyrans 

can be encapsulated and remain functional in polymer matrices [Stitzel et al. (2006)] 

[Atassi et al. (1995)], though with an associated decrease in quantum yields of nitro-

substituted spiropyrans (such as NitroBIPS) by inhibiting the isomerization of the 

molecule. [Dvornikov et al. (1994)] This also causes an associated increase in 

fluorescent yields due to increased stability of the merocyanine form. 

A  sample of encapsulated NitroBIPS (eNBIPS) is produced by first 

dissolving NitroBIPS in methanol (as a PDMS non-solvent [Mark (1999)]) to a 4 

mM  concentration, mixed in a 5:1 ratio by volume with PDMS rubber (PDMS, Dow 

Corning Sylgard 184) and the associated curing agent (10:1 ratio PDMS to catalyst). 

This produced a final concentration of 0.67 mM. This mixture was then poured into a 

90 mm diameter petri dish to a 1.15 mm depth (6900 mg weight) and left to cure for 

48 hours at room temperature in the dark. The PDMS was left to self-degas to 

remove all introduced air bubbles. The cured rubber could then be cut into pieces of 
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the desired size. NitroBIPS is a skin, eye and respiratory irritant, but PDMS is safe to 

handle. eNBIPS can be handled directly safely. 

Clean PDMS will stick to smooth clean surfaces, allowing us to mount 

eNBIPS vertically. The resulting samples are stable with regards to bleaching; 

samples stored in the dark for more than one year were found to still be functional 

(albeit with a reduced dynamic range). Samples left exposed to normal room lighting 

will bleach however, though at a low rate.  

4.2. Experimental Setup 

A system is required to illuminate and detect fluorescence from the eNBIPS 

samples. This requires several components working together (illumination sources 

and detectors) and hence requires a central control mechanism. As discussed in 2.7 

Spiropyran Photochromic Molecular Switches and NitroBIPS; the inputs to the 

molecules are ultraviolet and visible light, and the output is orange fluorescence. 

Samples of NitroBIPS are flat pieces of rubber that can be cut to any shape and need 

not be illuminated in their entirety, but both green and UV illumination must 

illuminate the same area. Photons emitted by NitroBIPS are emitted in all directions 

with an equal probability as fluorescence is an isotropic process; the system should 

detect as large a proportion of these as possible but it need not be every photon. 

Emitted photons should be captured and turned into an electrical signal for analysis. 

Some applications also require that the area of illumination be movable. 

4.2.1 Illumination 

Several possibilities exist for controlled illumination but the most common 

three used for spiropyran experiments are light-emitting diodes, arc lamps, and 

lasers.  

Light-Emitting Diodes or LEDs are pieces of doped semiconductor, where 

the impurities introduced during the doping process are different on one end than the 

other. One end is p-type (i.e. positive, and has additional electron holes) and the 

other is n-type (i.e. negative, and has additional electrons). The resulting p-n junction 

releases photons when a current is passed over it as a result of the electrons meeting 

the electron-holes, moving to a lower energy level, and releasing the remaining 

energy as a photon. Different dopants produce different wavelengths of photons. Of 

the three, LEDs are cheapest but are the lowest intensity. 
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Arc lamps produce an electrical arc in an ionised gas between two tungsten 

electrodes. This creates a high intensity and stable illumination with a wide spectrum 

of wavelengths. Arc lamps are moderately expensive, but produce the highest 

intensity light across a wide band of wavelengths. 

A laser causes the emission of photons from a pumped gain medium. A 

suitable substance is pumped with an energy source such as an electrical current or 

flash lamp. This causes electrons to move to a higher energy level and emit photons 

upon decay. The emitted photons are internally reflected with mirrors, causing other 

atoms in the gain medium to emit photons coherently. A proportion of the resulting 

light is released through a partially reflective output coupler. The result is a high-

intensity beam of monochromatic, coherent and directional light, but lasers are 

expensive. 

All three methods are effective light sources, and have been shown to be 

suitable candidates for photochromic studies. [Natarajan et al. (1992)] [Levitus et al. 

(1997)] [Stitzel et al. (2006)] We chose LEDs for our experiments. Laser properties 

of monochromaticity and coherency are not advantages for our application. Arc 

lamps provide very high power illumination, but require filtering to provide only the 

desired wavelength of light, and shuttering to permit accurate control of illumination 

timing. They also reach high external temperatures. By comparison, LEDs are cheap, 

easier to operate, operate at a low temperature (NitroBIPS is subject to thermal 

effects), produce sufficient intensity light [Stitzel et al. (2006)], and are easy to 

control both in gate and intensity. 

Two LEDs are used; one 365 nm UV (specified bandwidth ~350-396 nm) 

and one 530 nm Green (reported bandwidth ~464-582nm), both from Cairn. The 

wavelengths were chosen as being within reported absorption spectra for NitroBIPS 

in toluene, which is expected to be similar to the eNBIPS spectra peak. [Mark 

(1999)]  The LEDs are mounted with a collector lens to collimate their light. They 

are controlled with a Cairn OptoLED 2-channel Power Supply connected via an 

eight-pin DIN cable. The controller allows control over the gate and intensity of the 

LEDs both manually (via dials/switches) or programmatically via digital and 

analogue inputs. The OptoLED Power Supply also prevents overloading of the 

LEDs. The LEDs are controlled via two BNC input cables (per LED) to the rear of 
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the OptoLED box, one each for gate and current. A digital logic-level signal (i.e. 0 or 

+5V) passed to the gate connector was used to turn the LED on or off. Similarly, an 

analogue signal (0 to +10V) is passed to the current connector and used to control 

the current delivered to the LED and hence the LED intensity. 

 

Figure 4.1: LED irradiance and LED total power. 

The active irradiance and total collected power of the LEDs was measured 

first, shown in Figure 4.1. The irradiance is the power of light per unit area. It was 

measured with a 3.25 mm diameter stop (8.3mm area) and a Thorlabs PM100D 

Light Meter with a S130VC Photodiode. Measurements were taken with increasing 

voltage until the LED control box reported the LEDs overheating.  The green LED 

had a peak irradiance of 0.14 mW/mm2 at 2 V, compared to the ultraviolet peak 

irradiance of 0.24 mW/mm2 at 1.4 V. The turn-on time (time from zero to peak 

intensity) was measured at 37 ms for the green LED, and 35 ms for the ultraviolet 

LED. The turn on-times were consistent for all voltages. The turn-on time is 

primarily the delay between a control signal being sent by the control program and to 

being received by the LED.  The turn-off times (time from signal to turn off the LED 

to the LED reaching zero intensity) were approximately equal to the turn-on times. 
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The light from the LED is not spatially even due to the filament. The filament 

produces the light, but not in a completely uniform manner, as seen in Figure 4.2. To 

rectify this, Köhler illumination is employed. Köhler illumination illuminates the 

sample with a perfectly defocused image of the LED, creating a uniform disc of 

light. Two matching Köhler illumination arms were built - one each for the LEDs - 

that would produce matching discs of uniform illumination. A diagram of the Köhler 

illuminator can be seen in Figure 4.3. The aperture and field diaphragms respectively 

allow adjustment of the intensity of illumination manually, and to alter the size of the 

projected disc. By replacing the field diaphragm with a stop or slit the size and shape 

of illumination can be adjusted.  

 

Figure 4.2: Removing the LED filament from illumination. a) The filament projected by the 

LED produces non-uniform light. b) Köhler illumination defocuses the image, producing 

more even illumination. 
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the Köhler illuminator. The filter removes wavelengths of light 

emitted by the green LED that could be conflated for sample fluorescence. The collector lens 

collimates the light from the LED, the slit or field diaphragm allows control over the 

size/shape of illumination, and the aperture diaphragm can adjust the intensity of 

illumination. 

The green LED has a long tail on its emission spectrum, emitting photons 

that are within the wavelength range to pass through the fluorescence filter. This 

results in erroneous measurements for fluorescence, as LED photons are recorded by 

the photodiode. To rectify this, a band-pass filter was placed in the green Köhler 

illuminator with a band of 507-543 nm. The light efficiency of the Köhler 

illuminators can be seen in Figure 4.4, representing the difference in irradiance at the 

LED, and at the end of the arm. The lower UV efficiency is due to glass being 

partially opaque to UV wavelengths, attenuating the light as it passes through the 

Köhler illuminator. 
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Figure 4.4: Efficiency of and irradiance after the Köhler illumination arms. 

Each Köhler illuminator produces a separate uniform disc of illumination at 

its output. These must be combined and relayed onto the sample. This is achieved 

with a dichroic mirror; a long-pass filter which passes longer wavelengths and 

reflects shorter wavelengths. A Chroma T495lpxr dichroic filter is used (d1), passing 

green light and reflecting the UV light. The irradiance and efficiency of the dichroic 

mirror d1 is shown in Figure 4.5. Lost light is due to scattering, or the absorption of 

UV photons. 
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Figure 4.5: Efficiency of and irradiance after dichroic mirror d1. 

In addition to illuminating the sample, it is also necessary to collect the 

emitted fluorescence. This light is collected with the illuminating objective lens and 

directed to the detector via a second dichroic mirror. A Chroma 565DCXR dichroic 

mirror is used (d2), which passes the 610nm fluorescence of NitroBIPS, while 

reflecting all the illumination wavelengths. The efficiency of d2 can be seen in Figure 
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4.6. The light is projected onto the sample with a Nikon M-Plan 20x objective lens 

19.9mm from the sample. 

Figure 4.6: Efficiency of and irradiance after dichroic mirror d2. 

The intensity of light at the sample is shown in Figure 4.7. The peak power 

for green is 0.974 mW with an irradiance of 1.98 mW/mm
2
,
 corresponding to 

5.3×10
15

 photons per second per mm
2
, by the formula: 
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hc

P
N ph


  

Equation 5 

where phN is the number of photons per second per mm
2
, λ is the photon 

wavelength, P is the light power, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of light. 

This approximation assumes all photons are at the LED’s peak wavelength. 

  Similarly, the peak power for ultraviolet is 0.046 mW, with an irradiance of 

0.093 mW/mm
2
 or 1.7×10

14
 photons per second per mm

2
. Comparing the efficiency 

measurements in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 shows ultraviolet light is 

attenuated by optical components, and hence - despite the UV LED having a higher 

total power than the green LED (as shown in Figure 4.1) - the power at the sample 

(Figure 4.7)  is an order of magnitude lower. Figure 4.8 shows the efficiency of the 

system. With a green efficiency of ~16% but a UV efficiency of just 0.3%, it is clear 

improvements could be made. Although relatively low, these intensities are 

sufficient for the experimental proof of principle in this thesis. The light power could 

easily be improved significantly in future work. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Measured irradiance and total power at the sample. Note that the irradiance (as 

a measure of light power per unit area) is higher than previous values as the light is focused 

to a small point. 
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Figure 4.8: Overall system efficiency. UV light is heavily attenuated as it passes through the 

system. 

 

Figure 4.9: Optical diagram of the complete hardware setup. 
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Figure 4.10: Picture of the completed hardware setup. 

The system requires that the area of illumination be movable relative to the 

sample to allow addressing of sub-regions on the eNBIPS samples. As molecules are 

fixed in position by the polymer matrix and hence not subject to diffusion, any sub-

region of the homogenous sample can be addressed independently and remain in a 

state separate from surrounding regions. In order to demonstrate proof of principle it 

is only initially necessary to control illumination in one axis.  

Rather than move the illumination source itself it is simpler to move the 

sample relative to the illumination. An 8MS00-10-28 model motor from Standa with 

a travel of 10 mm and a maximum precision of 0.156 µm (1/8
th

 of a step) was 

chosen. The system requires a high degree of repeatability in positioning to ensure 

the same sub-region is illuminated. Stepper motors feature non-cumulative error, 

ensuring accuracy of repeated illuminations. The disadvantages of vibration while 

moving and low torque characteristic to stepper motors are not issues as the motor 

will spend the majority of the time stationary and the sample is lightweight. It is 

mounted as shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, moving the sample back and forth 

over the illumination area.  

The uncollected initial intensity of the LEDs is 10-20mW, sufficient to 

qualify as Risk Group 2 by the European Artificial Optical Radiation Directive 
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2006/25/EC safety guidelines [Radiation Protection Division, Health Protection 

Agency (2007)].  Risk Group 2 states that the source is mostly safe due to natural 

human aversion to bright lights, and that the blinking reflex is quick enough to avoid 

retinal damage. As a large proportion of the light emitted by the UV LED is invisible 

to human eyes, exposure may not be obvious and may not trigger natural human 

aversion increasing the risk of photoretinal damage. The UV LED is additionally a 

UVA source of an intensity that can also cause skin erythema (reddening and 

swelling of skin) with prolonged exposure (hours).  

The optics are shrouded with a black cloth to ensure light does not escape. 

This also serves to reduce environmental light that might foul measurements. Due to 

the increased hazard of the UV LED, the UV LED was turned off where possible, 

and UV protective goggles were used whenever exposure to UV light was a 

possibility. 

4.2.2 Fluorescence Detection 

The detection of light is the primary output from the experiments, so 

represents a crucial part of our experiments. A photodiode is almost identical to an 

LED, consisting of a doped semiconductor with a p-type and n-type end. Whereas an 

LED converts electrons to photons, a photodiode converts photons to electrons, 

producing a measurable photocurrent. Rather than use a calibrated and expensive 

light meter (such as the ThorLabs PM100D used for irradiance measurements), a 

separate photodiode was used that was permanently mounted in our system. 

The photodiode is a FDS100 model from ThorLabs. It is sensitive in the 610 

nm range we require [Wohl and Kuciauskas (2005)] with a 0.4 A/W responsivity. 

The output is amplified by a ThorLabs PDA 200 C transconductance amplifier with 

an amplification range from 110
3
 to 110

8
 V/A. The Photodiode Amplifier has an 

analogue output which we can use to record the measured fluorescence.  

A Benchmaster 8.41 8-pole pulse hardware filter from Kemo was also used. 

It allows for both the filtration of noise, as well as further signal amplification up to 

500x. The ability to filter noise and the additional amplification facility coupled with 

the amplification on the photodiode amplifier gives us a sufficient signal to noise 

ratio to work with our samples.  
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Fluorescence emission is isotropic so NitroBIPS molecules emit with an even 

probability in all directions. As a result, only a proportion of photons emitted will be 

collected by the lens and fewer will reach the photodiode. The proportion of 

collected photons is given by the formula )cos1(4/    where Ω is the solid 

angle and θ is half the angle subtended by the lens, which is itself given by 

)(sin 1

n
NA where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens and n is the 

index of refraction. With an objective lens with a numerical aperture of 0.35 

operating in air (and hence an index of refraction of 1), this subtends a half angle of 

20.5° and hence collects 6.3% of emitted photons. 

4.2.3 System Control 

Interface with the OptoLED control box and the hardware filter is with 0 - 

+10 V analogue signals connected with BNC cables. The stepper motor control unit 

connects via a USB cable. The need for programmable system control mandates the 

use of a PC as the basis of system control. The variety of tasks the system needs to 

perform requires a programming language to implement system control. The solution 

needs to send and recieve signals via BNC cables, so additional hardware to allow 

BNC connections and a way to programmatically control the signals are also 

required.  

National Instrument’s LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation 

Engineering Workbench) is a development environment featuring a visual 

programming language (called ‘G’, but commonly referred to as ‘LabVIEW code’) 

and dedicated hardware for interfacing with external instrumentation. As the industry 

leader in system design platforms, many instruments include code for interfacing 

with LabVIEW. As National Instruments provides breakout boxes with BNC 

connectors, and as the stepper motor controller includes LabVIEW control code, a 

LabVIEW system is our chosen solution. 

An NI PCI-6221 card and a BNC-2090A breakout box has enough analogue 

and digital output signals to control the OptoLED control box, and an analogue input 

to record the photodiode signal. The PCI-6221 card has an analogue input update 

rate of 250 kilosamples/second (kS/s), an analogue output update rate of 833 kS/s, 

and a digital I/O clock rate of 1 MHz.  
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G is a visual programming language, designed to be used by those without 

traditional programming experience, though this belies the depth and potential 

complexity of G code. G code is used to produce Virtual Instruments (VIs) 

consisting of a wiring panel which determines the VI’s function, and a front panel 

where controls and outputs are placed. In combination with an extensive library of 

pre-programmed sub-VIs, G is more than flexible and powerful enough to implement 

any foreseeable data acquisition and control program required.  

NI-DAQmx is National Instrument’s latest data acquisition driver suite, 

compatible with LabVIEW but also C++ and other programming languages. 

DAQmx simplifies the acquisition and generation of analogue and digital signals. 

Control of the components in our system are with four DAQmx tasks; collections of 

channel information, timing and control parameters which are referenced when any 

optical element is controlled. One task is used for each of the LED gate, the LED 

voltage, the photodiode measurement and a controlling clock which synchronises the 

tasks. Each LabVIEW program must initialise these tasks and send the task 

references to any subVI which requires control over these elements. Tasks are started 

whenever any optical task begins and suspended at the conclusion, until they are 

woken by a subsequent subVI. 

Control of the stepper motor is via supplied LabVIEW device drivers. The 

included LabVIEW code was designed to be used manually rather than 

programmatically, so it was modified to be addressable by other LabVIEW code 

(essentially simulating button presses) and also to include an auto-setup routine. This 

automates the setup process, including connection to the hardware, resetting to the 

limit bound, setting maximum safe operating temperatures and voltages, and setting 

the speed and step size. 

4.2.4 LabVIEW subVIs. 

Several sub-VIs were written that implement primitive operations that are 

likely to be repeated, such as illumination and moving the sample with the motor. 

Each implements a key operation that will be reused during our experiments. 

Combination and extension of these subVIs implement all the experiments in this 

thesis. Four subVIs are described here, as shown in Table 2. 
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Name Purpose 

Init Optics 

Initialises system connections to optical equipment (LEDs and 

photodiode) and synchronises operations to an internal hardware 

counter. 

Colourise 
Activates the UV LED for a specified duration and with a specified 

intensity. 

Decolourise 

Activates the green LED for a specified duration and with a 

specified intensity. Also records the level of recorded fluorescence 

from the photodiode. 

Move 
Moves the area of illumination with the stepper motor to a 

specified absolute destination on one axis. 

Table 2: The four key subVIs and their purpose in the system. 

Each described subVI is shown with its high-level representation and the 

input and output variables. The values for the inputs are not necessarily the values 

used during experiments, but are of the correct data type. 
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Initialise Optics Tasks 

 

Figure 4.11: Init Optics v3.vi, its inputs and its outputs, as shown in LabVIEW. 

This third-iteration subVI initialises the four DAQmx tasks for future subVIs to access. 

 

Figure 4.12: Part of Init Optics code. The four DAQmx tasks have their type set 

(analogue input, digital output etc) and synchronised to the counter. 
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Every LabVIEW program that interfaces with the hardware setup needs to 

initialise four DAQmx tasks. These four tasks include hardware references and error 

clusters. The Init Optics subVI, shown in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, handles 

this. It takes as input: 

 Task Cluster Handle:  This will store the DAQmx task data 

for each of the four tasks, as well as an error cluster that will save 

error information in case of hardware failure. A DAQmx task 

includes virtual channels, timing and triggering information, and 

other properties regarding the acquisition or generation of data. Other 

subVIs can then use these tasks to interface with the hardware, either 

sending data or receiving data. 

 Counter Hardware Reference: The LabVIEW card includes 

hardware counters which other tasks will refer to, to synchronize 

input and output analogue and digital signals. This specifies which 

counter to use. 

 Photodiode Input Reference: This specifies which of the 

analogue input connections on the LabVIEW breakout box will 

receive the amplified and filtered signal from the photodiode.  

 LED Gate Output Hardware References: This specifies 

which of the digital output connections on the LabVIEW breakout 

box will trigger the gate signal for the LEDs. 

 LED Voltage Output Hardware References: This 

specifies the analogue output connections on the LabVIEW breakout 

box that will output the intensity signal for the LEDs. 

 Rate: The rate is the sampling rate for the hardware (in samples per 

second). This is how many time a second a measurement is recorded, 

or the output value changes.  

This subVI creates a sample clock based on the hardware counter and the 

rate. It then specifies virtual channels for the remaining tasks, specifying the type 

(analogue output for LED voltage, analogue input for the photodiode, and digital 

output for the LED gate), assigning the hardware references and associating them 
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with the counter for synchronisation. Tasks remain in a suspended state until called 

by a subsequent subVI.  

Each task also has an error cluster associated with it, storing the task status 

(good or error), an error code, and the source of that error. The error clusters allow 

debugging of hardware failures and for the orderly exit from code upon an error 

condition. LabVIEW is designed to operate with hardware in the real world, so 

handling errors gracefully is an essential feature. 

 The output of the subVI is the completed task cluster, consisting of the task 

references and error clusters for each task. This cluster is passed to all subVIs which 

require hardware access. 

Colourise 

 

Figure 4.13: Colourise By Time.vi, its inputs and its outputs, as shown in 

LabVIEW. 
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Figure 4.14: Part of Colourise by Time code. The code loops, maintaining a high 

digital signal to the UV LED for the specified time, and reads in data from the photodiode. 

Colourise By Time.vi is the basic subVI by which our system interacts 

with the UV LED. It is shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. It specifies the 

intensity and duration of an ultraviolet pulse. The inputs to the subVI are: 

 Task Cluster: The hardware references and timing information specified 

during the Init Optics subVI. 

 UV Voltage (in volts): The voltage passed to the LED power supply, and 

determines the intensity of illumination. 

 Colouration Time (in milliseconds): The duration of the pulse. This 

does not account for LED turn-on and turn-off delay introduced by software 

and hardware. 

 Rate: The number of samples buffered in the hardware buffer at a time. As 

the colourise subVI does not rely on readings from the photodiode, this is 

typically left at 1000. 

The Colourise subVI creates a digital waveform with a high-level equal to 

the colouration time, and creates a flat analogue signal equal to the UV voltage. The 

subVI then starts all the hardware tasks which results in the two signals being sent to 

their respective channels to the LED power supply. The subVI then loops for the 

duration of the pulse, periodically reading photodiode data from the hardware buffer 
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and logging it. If the clock rate and the rate input match, this corresponds to 

emptying the buffer once every second. At the end of the colourise pulse the LED 

voltage and gate are set to zero to turn the LED off, and all tasks are suspended. The 

subVI then outputs the recorded readings from the photodiode (with timestamps), 

and the suspended tasks for future use. 

Decolourise 

 

Figure 4.15: Decolourise By Time.vi, its inputs and outputs, as shown in LabVIEW. 

Decolourise By Time is the counterpart to colourise, shown in Figure 

4.15. It allows our system to enact decolouration pulses of a specified duration. It 

operates in exactly the same way as described for the Colourise subVI, but 

dispatches signals to the green LED rather than the UV LED.  

The specified Rate is more important for decolouration subVIs. Init 

Optics determines how many samples should be generated and buffered each 

second, and the decolourise subVI Rate is how many samples should be buffered 

before the buffer is read. As a result, lower rates cause the buffer to be read more 

frequently, higher rates less frequently. Though Decolourise By Time does 

not alter its behaviour based on recorded fluorescence, later extensions to the subVI 

will; requiring a low rate to read fluorescence frequently. 
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Move 

 

Figure 4.16: Move.vi, an interface between our programs and the LabVIEW drivers 

supplied with the stepper motor. 

The stepper motor was chosen in part because the motor control was supplied 

with LabVIEW drivers. However, the drivers were geared towards to manual user 

interaction. Rather than write new drivers, Move.vi simulates a user inputting a 

destination and starting the movement via LabVIEW control references, which allow 

user interface elements to be controlled programatically. It has five inputs, as shown 

in Figure 4.16: 

 Location to Move To: The destination position for the motor. 

This is an absolute destination; the motor has a 10 mm travel, so a 

valid destination is anywhere from 0 mm (fully retracted) to 10 mm 

(fully extended). 

 Wait Time Constant: Speed Indicator polling time. 
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 Destination Position Control Reference: A 

LabVIEW reference to the destination position field in the motor 

driver. 

 Start Move Control Reference: A LabVIEW reference to 

the start move button in the motor driver.  

 Speed Indicator Reference: A LabVIEW reference to the 

motor driver speed indicator. 

The subVI simulates a user entering the desired destination position and 

pressing the start move button by invoking them via control references. As the driver 

does not report when the movement has ended, we poll the speed indicator according 

to the wait time, and suspend the rest of program execution until the motor has 

finished moving. 

4.3. Summary 

This chapter has detailed the creation of the experimental setup used 

throughout the thesis. By encapsulating NitroBIPS in a polymer matrix, we create 

sheets of homogenous encapsulated NitroBIPS (eNBIPS) which remain switchable 

and are not susceptible to evaporation or diffusion, allowing for the addressing of 

sub-regions. An optical system is created and characterised to expose the eNBIPS 

samples to controlled pulses of ultraviolet and visible light stimulus, and to record 

the levels of fluorescence emitted by the sample. 

The following chapter, Photochromic Molecular Registers, details the first 

steps to implementing conventional logic in NitroBIPS by storing data as the relative 

proportion of SP and MC-form molecules within a region of eNBIPS. It also looks 

more closely at effects of optical stimulus on eNBIPS samples and the mathematical 

principles which govern the rates of colouration, decolouration and fluorescence. 
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Chapter 5: Photochromic 

Molecular Registers 

To demonstrate the possibilities of eNBIPS and photochromic molecules as a 

computational medium, we aim to implement a conventional logic paradigm which 

has three fundamental components; the register, the logic gate, and logic circuits. In 

this section the principles of an eNBIPS register are discussed, followed by the 

experimental procedure required to implement the register.  

Different to conventional registers, reading a photochromic register is 

destructive and will alter the value. Additionally, reading a photochromic register is 

subject to noise and the value of a register will change over time as the sample 

thermally relaxes. This chapter details several methods to overcome the destructive 

nature of photochromic register reads, and demonstrates how to make registers 

resistant to noise and thermal effects. 

5.1. Introduction 

The ability to store data is an important component in any computing 

paradigm, even those implemented with unconventional materials. There are a vast 

number of possible methods in which data can be stored, from the conventional 

magnetic platters of a hard drive [Goddard (1970)], to the biological code of DNA 

[Church et al. (2012)], or write-once-read-many properties of thin films of polymer 

[Lin and Ma (2008)]. All these are intended for the storage of large amounts of 

infrequently accessed data. 
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 A register is a simple data storage unit for storing smaller amounts of data 

for shorter periods in a rewritable fashion. The capability for spiropyrans to switch 

between two forms suggests that data could be stored as the relative concentration of 

SP and MC form molecules. A register could be switched between states with 

colouration and decolouration stimuli, and read using excitation stimuli, summarised 

in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1: Overview of photochromic register operation. a) An eNBIPS sample can be 

switched between a fluorescent and non-fluorescent form via the application of colouration 

and decolouration stimulus, allowing us to write to a register with light. b) The 

concentration of the MC form in a sample determines the amount of fluorescence when 

exposed to excitatory stimulus. This corresponds to the value of the register. 

Though Chapter 4: Methods describes the hardware to colourise and 

decolourise eNBIPS samples, registers are the first application in which the 

colouration and decolouration must be precisely controlled. Data is stored as the 
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relative proportion of the fluorescent and non-fluorescent forms of NitroBIPS, such 

that excitation stimulus causes the emission of more fluorescence the higher the 

proportion of fluorescent-form molecules. As a result, the level of fluorescence can 

be corresponded to the value the register is storing. 

5.2. Optical Theory 

This section discusses the theory behind switching molecules and we apply 

elements of this later in this chapter. 

The optical density (OD) of a sample is the number of orders of magnitude 

light is attenuated by when passing through the sample due to photons being 

absorbed. It is given by:  









 TI

I
OD




0

10log  
Equation 6 

where 0

I is the intensity of light of wavelength λ entering the sample, and TI  is the 

intensity of transmitted light. As NitroBIPS molecules absorb light, it follows that 

increasing the concentration of NitroBIPS in eNBIPS will increase the OD. In 

addition, increasing the thickness of the sample will also increase the OD as light has 

more opportunities for absorption. This phenomenon is described by Beer-Lambert’s 

law: 

x

xlcOD   Equation 7 

where x

  is the molar absorptivity of SP or MC-form molecules at wavelength λ, l is 

the path length (i.e. the thickness of the sample) and cx is the concentration of SP or 

MC-form molecules. The molar absorptivity is a measure of how strongly molecules 

absorb light. NitroBIPS absorbs with a different strength depending on the form of 

the molecule and wavelength of light. Reported molar absorption coefficients for 

NitroBIPS are nm

SP

300 = 17,000 M
-1

 cm
-1 

and nm

MC

530 = 28,000 M
-1

 cm
-1 

[Song et al. 

(2002)]. Measured OD will be slightly lower than calculated with these figures for ε, 

as the LEDs emit a band of wavelengths which NitroBIPS absorbs less strongly.  

An absorbed photon does not guarantee a change of molecular form. The 

constant probability of an absorbed photon causing an event is defined as the 
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quantum yield, and is dependent on the solvent, with values for Фc varying from 

0.17 in ethanol, to 0.83 in toluene [Görner and Matter (2001)]. 

A sample of eNBIPS has a concentration cNB (0.67mM for our samples), but 

this encompasses several sub-concentrations of NitroBIPS molecular forms. cNB = 

cSP + cMC + cMC* + cB. The fluorescent lifetime of the excited MC*-form molecules 

τMC*, and the rate of bleaching dcB/dt are negligible compared to the duration of 

illumination so we assume cNB = cSP + cMC. Rates of colouration and decolouration 

are non-linearly dependant on the concentrations cMC and cSP. As colouration is the 

conversion from SP to MC form molecules, during colouration the concentration cSP 

drops. As the rate of photon absorption is dependent on the OD and hence on cSP, and 

as only photons absorbed by SP-form molecules cause colourations, the rate of 

colouration decays exponentially. Similar for decolouration, as cMC decreases, the 

rate of decolouration also decreases exponentially. Figure 5.2 shows how colouration 

and decolouration rates change over time. 

 

Figure 5.2: Rates of colouration and decolouration, and their effect on the concentrations of 

SP and MC-form molecules. a) Graph of cMC and cSP over time during decolouration, as 

given by Equation 10 and Equation 11. A typical value for k1 was used: 4 s
-1

. b) Graph of cSP 

and cMC over time during colouration, as given by Equation 12 and Equation 13. A typical 

value for k2 was used: 0.071 s
-1

 

To quantify these rates, first take a sample of eNBIPS with molar 

concentration cNB = NNB / NAV where NNB is the number of NitroBIPS molecules, NA 

is Avogadro’s number and V is the volume given by V = Al where A is the area of 

the sample illuminated and l is the light path length. During decolouration it is 
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assumed the  sample is illuminated with a constant, monochromatic and uniform 

light source of wavelength λd and irradiance 0

dI , over the area A for a short time 

interval Δt. This number of photons is given by hctAIN ddph /00    where
0

phN  is 

the number of photons incident to the sample, h is Plank’s constant and c is the speed 

of light. 

Of those incident photons, the MC-form molecules will absorb a fraction in 

accordance with the Beer-Lambert law, 

lclc

ph

ab

ph
MC

d
MCMC

d
MC eTNN


 )10ln(0 11011


 and the number of molecular-form 

changes from MC to SP is given by 
ab

phdMC NN 
 
where

ab

phN  is the number of 

photons absorbed by the sample and T is the transmittance (the proportion of 

unabsorbed photons which pass through the sample). This gives the change in the 

number of MC-form molecules ∆cMC = ∆NMC / NAV. 

At the limit Δt→0, the concentration change of MC-form molecules is hence: 

)1(
)10ln(

0
lcdd

A

dMC MC
d

MCe
hc

AI

VNdt

dc  



  

Equation 8 

For samples with low OD (i.e. lcMCMC
d has a value ~0.1 or less), the incident 

photons are not appreciably attenuated as it passes through the sample. In this case, 

e
x 
can be approximated as a truncated Taylor series expansion i.e. e

x
 ≈ 1+ x as 0.1

2
 = 

0.01 which is negligible. This simplifies the concentration change equation to: 

lc
hc

I

Ndt

dc
MCMC

dd

A

dMC d


)10ln(
0

  
Equation 9 

The solution to this differential equation is: 

tk

MCMC ectc 10)(


  Equation 10 

where d

MC

dd

A

d

hc

I

N
k




)10ln(

0

1


 . Equation 9 describes the change in the 

concentration of MC molecules over time in response to illumination
0

dI . The 

concentration of SP molecules is then simply

 

cSP(t) = cNB – cMC(t) Equation 11 
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as the total number of molecules in the sample is constant. 

Similarly, the rate of colouration changes with the concentration of SP 

molecules. The SP-form molecules will absorb a fraction of the incident photons and 

transition to the MC form. In this case, the concentration of SP molecules is given 

by: 

tk

SPSP ectc 20)(


  Equation 12 

where c

SP
cc

A

c

hc

I

N
k




)10ln(
0

2


 and the concentration of MC-form molecules is hence: 

cMC(t) = cNB – cSP(t) Equation 13 

However it is not possible to directly measure the number of molecules in 

each form in a sample. Instead the intensity of fluorescence during decolouration is 

recorded. The emitted photons are collected by a lens with a solid angle ratio of

4/ , and directed to the photodiode by the optical system with an efficiency η, 

giving a measured intensity of 


4

*


 f

ab

dMC II  
Equation 14 

where *MCI  is the measured intensity, ab

dI  is the intensity of decolouration stimulus 

absorbed by the sample and 
f is the quantum yield of fluorescence. 

The detected light is then converted into a current I by the photodiode with 

responsivity R (A/W) and amplified by the photodiode amp with gain G (V/A). This 

gives a measured signal of: 

lcIRGM MCMCdfMC
d


)10ln(

4

0

*


  

Equation 15 

or 

MMC* = k cMC Equation 16 

where k is a constant. 

As the intensity of fluorescence IMC* is linearly proportional to the MC 

concentration cMC, and as the measured voltage MMC* is linearly proportional to IMC*, 

it is possible to determine the rates of colouration and decolouration while working 
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with the measured signal, without converting back to intensities or concentrations. 

The following modified equation for colouration is used when operating on 

measured voltages: 

offset

MC

tk

MCMCMC MeMMtM *

max

*

max

** )()( 2 


 Equation 17 

where Moffset is a fixed increased in measured fluorescence, caused by experimental 

factors including background light, offset voltages in the electronics and the dark 

current of the photodiode. 

Similarly, the modified equation for decolouration is: 

offset

MC

tk

MCMC MeMtM *

0

**
1)( 


 Equation 18 

  

Although some of the constants in Equation 15 are unknown, k1 and k2 can be 

measured experimentally and used to predict the rates of colouration and 

decolouration. Typical measured values for k1 and k2 are 4 s
-1 

and 0.071 s
-1 

respectively. 

5.3. Thermal Relaxation 

As discussed in Chapter 2: Background Material, a sample of NitroBIPS is 

subject to thermal transitions and will relax over time towards a temperature-

dependant equilibrium. Thermal relaxation places a limit therefore, on the ability of 

registers to store data as stored values will change over time. 

In this section the rate of thermal relaxation in eNBIPS samples, and its 

temperature dependence was investigated. A Peltier effect heating/cooling pad was 

attached to a heat sink, and used to heat or cool an eNBIPS sample. The temperature 

was recorded with a temperature probe. Samples of eNBIPS were then exposed to 

green or UV light to prepare the sample into a min

*MCM  or max

*MCM  state.
 
 

Figure 5.3 shows how an min

*MCM  eNBIPS sample thermally relaxes over time.  

Cooling the sample did not appear to change the rate of thermal relaxation, but did 

appear to improve Фf, causing a fixed increase in measured fluorescence. By 

comparison, heating the sample caused both a decrease in Фf and increased thermal 

transition rates. Because the SP form is more energetically favourable, the 

equilibrium state is dominated by SP molecules. Therefore thermal relaxation from 
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the more stable SP-dominated state is a minor effect; the measured fluorescence in 

Figure 5.3 was amplified 20x by the filter before any noticeable change could be 

found. 

 

Figure 5.3: Thermal relaxation over time for three temperatures of eNBIPS prepared to a 

min

*MCM state by exposure to green stimulus. 
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Figure 5.4: Thermal relaxation over time for a sample of eNBIPS prepared to a max

*MCM state 

by exposure to UV stimulus. Note that the final equilibrium reached is not equal to 

background noise, indicating the presence of some MC-form molecules. 

By comparison, when the eNBIPS was prepared to a max

*MCM  state by 

prolonged exposure to UV light, thermal relaxation was found to occur significantly 

faster as the state of the sample was further from equilibrium. Figure 5.4 shows a 

room-temperature eNBIPS sample colourised to  max

*MCM   and left for a time T before 

the fluorescence was measured. This ensures that the rate of thermal relaxation is not 

affected by the green measurement stimulus. The measured decay constant is 0.0012 

s
-1

; approximately 3000 times slower than decolouration. However, with a half-life 

t1/2 of 583 s, a sample left for just ten minutes will have decayed to half its original 

value. 

5.4. Overview of Photochromic Registers 

As discussed in 5.2, in a sample of eNBIPS the total concentration of 

molecules cNB is composed of several sub-populations of molecules. These are the 
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SP-form molecules (cSP) and the MC-form molecules (cMC), such that cNB = cSP + 

cMC.  

As discussed in 3.1, a sample of molecular switches can store data as the 

relative concentrations of molecules in each of the two stable states, giving a non-

binary integer register. An integer register stores a value, from V0 to Vmax, where max 

is the maximum capacity of the register. Any switching molecule can have data 

encoded in this manner. 

We designate SP as the base form, as SP is the more stable of the two forms. 

A sample consisting of minmax

MCSP cc 
 
= V0, and maxmin

MCSP cc 
 
= Vmax. Due to thermal 

transitions, V0 will not consist solely of SP-form molecules, and Vmax will not consist 

solely of MC-form molecules. Thermal transitions prevent us setting a sample to a 

homogeneous state. 

The maximum capacity of the register is determined by how many distinct 

concentrations cMC can be reliably distinguished. As only MC-form molecules 

fluoresce when exposed to visible light, the intensity of the fluorescence is 

proportional to cMC. As a result, the capacity of the register is the number of levels of 

measured voltage MMC* which can be reliable distinguished when the register is 

subjected to excitation stimulus. Each distinguishable voltage is assigned a ‘value’; 

the number that register represents.  

 Altering the value of the register is via the application of light. Colouration 

stimulus increments the register by increasing cMC, and decolouration stimulus 

decrements it by decreasing cMC. This causes a corresponding change in MMC* when 

the register is subject to excitation stimulus. The duration of pulses should be 

determined, but we can abstract with the representation shown in Chapter 3:, where 

↑n represents a colouration of n values, and ↓n is a decolouration of n values, subject 

to the equations: 

Vx + ↑y = Vx+y x + y < max Equation 1 

Vx + ↑y = Vmax x + y ≥ max Equation 2 

Vx + ↓y = Vx-y x > y Equation 3 

Vx + ↓y = V0 x ≤ y Equation 4 
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Reading the register requires a pulse of excitation stimulus. However, for 

NitroBIPS an excitation stimulus and a decolouration stimulus are the same. As a 

result any register read will also be decoloured by the stimulus. As a further 

complication, a decolouration pulse of fixed duration will cause more or less 

decolouration depending on the state of the sample. The higher the concentration of 

MC molecules, the faster the sample decolours (as the probability of a photon being 

absorbed by a MC-form molecule as opposed to an SP-form molecule is higher). To 

compound this problem, the nature of registers means the state of the sample is not 

known in advance; that is the purpose of the read pulse! 

There are multiple strategies to deal with this issue. The first is short-pulse 

reading. Short-pulse reading uses read pulses of a very short duration such that the 

level of decolouration caused to the register is minimal. Short-pulse reading is the 

simplest read method but the short pulse duration means measured fluorescence is 

highly prone to noise and decolouration will add up over time, leaving the register in 

an undefined state. 

The second strategy is full reset reading. This requires any read pulse to 

completely decolour a register to min

*MCM , and then write the register back to its 

previous value. This destructive read process is akin to magnetic core memory 

[Forrester (1951)], always leaving the register in V0 at the end of the read operation. 

This method provides a large number of data points for measuring fluorescence 

making it robust to noise. It also eliminates the change in register state due to the 

decolouration of the read pulse. However, this method is the most time consuming, 

both due to the long duration of the decolouration pulse, but also the optional 

requirement to re-set to register. 

The third strategy is decrement reading. Decrement reading is the most 

complex read method and is the method we use for eNBIPS register implementation. 

A read pulse is a fixed duration such that each read decrements the register by 

exactly one value. As the rate of decolouration is non-linear, the values are 

distributed non-linearly along the dynamic range of fluorescence. A possible 

modification to decrement reading is decrement reading with resetting; where the 

register is reset back to its previous state after each read. The following section 

discusses how decrement reading is performed. 
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5.5. Photochromic Register Implementation 

5.5.1 Initialisation 

A photochromic register before use is in an unknown state, and with 

unknown rates of colouration and decolouration. For this implementation a 

photochromic register must be initialised before use. This is required once per 

execution (not per sample) as bleaching will cause a decrease in the maximum level 

of fluorescence over time and changes to ambient temperature can cause the 

alteration of the rate of thermal relaxation and a change to the fluorescence offset 

offset

MCM *
. For very long executions, re-initialisation may be necessary at periodic 

intervals as the sample bleaches. Initialisation involves several steps: 

1. Determine the range of fluorescence. 

2. Define the usable range. 

3. Determine the signal to noise ratio. 

4. Calculating the read time. 

5. Determine the value fluorescence mid-points. 

6. Calculating the value fluorescence bounds. 

7. Calculating the value transition table. 

The LabVIEW implementation of any system that implements registers or 

any components which are extensions of registers must complete these steps before 

use. A LabVIEW state machine pattern is used to execute each step in turn, and save 

the read pulse duration, value mid points, bounds and transition table to LabVIEW 

data clusters, which are used during the rest of execution. 

Determine Range of Fluorescence 

Step one is to determine the range of fluorescence. This allows us to place 

register readings on the scale from minimum to maximum. To achieve this, the 

sample is decoloured to min

*MCM
 

using an arbitrarily long pulse of decolouration 

stimulus.  The register is then exposed to excitation stimulus, and the fluorescence 

measurement is taken. This is the minimum possible fluorescence offset

MCM *
from 

Equation 18 and will be non-zero due to background signal, the fluorescence from 

MC-form molecules created by thermal transitions and imperfections in the dichroic 

optics. 
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Secondly, the register is colourised to max

*MCM using an arbitrarily long pulse of 

colouration stimulus. The register is then exposed to excitation stimulus and the 

fluorescence measurement recorded. As the excitation stimulus will also decolour 

the sample, the measurement is taken during a short time period so the decolouration 

is negligible. We typically use the average of the first 5ms of stimulus (after LED 

turn-on delay). This gives max

*MCM  from Equation 17. The range of fluorescence Mrange 

is then 
offset

MCMCrange MMM *

max

* 
 

During this process, a complete trace of colouration from offset

MCM *
to max

*MCM is 

recorded (by interspersing the arbitrarily long colouration pulse with brief read 

pulses), and a complete decolouration trace max

*MCM from offset

MCM *
 to is also recorded 

(during the measurement for max

*MCM ). By fitting the colouration/decolouration 

formulae Equation 17 and Equation 18 to these voltage traces, values for k1 and k2 

can be estimated. This then allows a function describing the time to transition 

between any two levels of fluorescence to be determined. LabVIEW features built-in 

curve fitting sub-VIs to achieve this. The Nonlinear Curve Fit VI is used which 

implements the Levenberg-Marquardt fitting algorithm [Levenberg (1944)]. 

Definition of Usable Range. 

As shown by section 5.2 Optical Theory, the rates of colouration and 

decolouration are non-linear. The bottom of the range is more sensitive to 

colouration stimulus, and the top of the range more sensitive to decolouration 

stimulus. Registers in these states are more prone to the effects of stray light or 

irregularities in pulse duration. Additionally, the further away from thermal 

equilibrium the register is, the quicker thermal effects will change the state of the 

register. 

To alleviate this, the range is restricted and only the middle region is 

considered for value midpoint placement. This is referred to as the usable range. The 

restriction can be user selected. Our experiments were conducted with the bottom 

third and top sixth of the fluorescence range excluded, which was found to give the 

most reliable results without compromising too heavily on the number of values. As 

an additional benefit to this strategy the distribution of value mid-points will be more 

linear. 
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range

offset

MC MrMV  *0  Equation 19 

  

rangeMC MrMV  max

*max  Equation 20 

  

where r  is the restriction to the bottom of the range, and r  is the restriction to the 

top of the range. 

Determination of Signal to Noise 

The noise in the system inhibits the ability to determine the level of 

fluorescence reliably. As background noise is normally distributed, it can be 

measured and a standard deviation σ calculated. The reliability of measurements of a 

register is then chosen as the proportion of measurements p that fell within z standard 

deviations of the expected value: 











2

z
erfp  

Equation 21 

where erf is the error function: 




z
x dxezerf

0

22
)(


 

Equation 22 

For example, 68.3% of measurements will be within 1σ (either side) of the 

expected value, and 99.7% of measurements will be within 3σ. 

Assuming a desired >99% reliability, then each distinguishable mid-point 

must be separated by >6σ (3σ either side of each mid-point), shown in Figure 5.5. As 

the distribution of value mid-points is not linear, this restriction must be valid for V0; 

the value with the smallest distance to the next value. 
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Figure 5.5: Depiction of a single value and the distribution of recorded measurements due 

to system noise. 

 As an example, the standard deviation of noise in a typical experiment was σ 

= 0.0005. With a usable range from 1.16 V to 0.49 V, this corresponds to 447 values 

separated by 3σ (18 if they’re distributed non-linearly). By comparison, with the 

Benchmaster filter turned off, the standard deviation σ = 0.0127, or 17 values 

separated by 3σ (8 non-linearly). 

Calculating Read Time 

The read time is the duration of excitation/decolouration stimulus that both 

causes fluorescence to determine the value of the register (before the stimulus), and 

decolours by a single value, so the register remains in a known value after the read 

pulse. 

For a register with desired capacity n, the duration of the read pulse trp is the 

time required to decolour from Vmax to V0, divided by n-1: 

1

)( 0max




 

n

t
t

VV
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decolour

 
Equation 23 

The value for 
)( 0max VV

decolourt
   can be determined from the fitted decolouration formula. 

Determining Value Fluorescence Midpoints 

Each value Vn has three fluorescence levels associated with it; the maximum 

value which is still interpreted as Vn rather than Vn+1 (Upper bound, nV ), the 
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minimum value which is still interpreted as Vn rather than Vn-1 (Lower bound, nV ) 

and the canonical value for Vn which is aimed for when changing value (Midpoint, 

nV ). 

maxV  is the maximum fluorescence in the usable range. 0V is the 

minimum fluorescence in the usable range. The midpoint of a value is the next 

highest value decoloured by a read pulse trp. Either the decolouration fit can be used 

to determine the midpoints, or they can be determined experimentally (which 

accounts for experimental error e.g. LED turn-on delay). The distribution of 

midpoints can be seen in Figure 5.6, and an example from our experiments can be 

seen in Table 3. 

As a register could be read while in V0, the read pulse will cause 

decolouration to V-1. A midpoint for V-1 must also be determined, to be used in 

calculating the time to colour from V-1 to V0.  

Value V-1 V0 V1 V2 

Fluorescence 0.57 0.86 1.46 2.76 

Table 3: Example value midpoints as calculated for a ternary register. 
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Figure 5.6: How the fluorescence range is restricted and midpoints distributed. 

Calculating Value Fluorescence Bounds 

The fluorescence bounds are the extremities of a value, the maximum and 

minimum recorded fluorescence that is still interpreted as that value. The upper 

bound for Vmax ( maxV ) is +∞. The lower bound for V0 ( 0V ) is 0. For all other bounds, 

nV  lies between nV  and 1nV , and nV lies between nV  and 1nV . V-1 does not 

have bounds, as it should never be read. 

Due to thermal relaxation, the state of a sample will decolour over time. To 

alleviate this, we skew our bounds, such that )( 1 nnnn VVsVV   and

)( 1 nnnn VVsVV , where s and s  are skew factors, provided nn VV  and 

3 nn VV of noise. We found using 
6

1
s and 

6

5
s provided the best balance 

between offsetting thermal relaxation, while still accounting for measurement noise. 
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All the value bounds (and midpoints) are saved to the value bound table (VBT), and 

example of which is Table 4. The lower bound of Vn is equal to the upper bound of 

Vn-1, shown above and below the scale in Figure 5.7.  

 

Figure 5.7: Distribution of value midpoints and bounds. Lower bounds are further from the 

midpoints than upper bounds. 

Value V-1 V0 V1 V2 

Upper Bound N/A 1.16 2.11 +∞ 

Midpoint 0.57 0.86 1.46 2.76 

Lower Bound N/A 0 1.16 2.10 

Table 4: Example upper and lower bounds as calculated for a ternary register. 

Calculate Value Transition Table 

The value transition table (VTT) is a two dimensional square table. One axis 

is the current register value, and the other is the desired register value, and the 

corresponding cell is the duration of stimulus necessary to colour/decolour to that 

value’s midpoint. An example from our experiments is Table 5.  

To → 

From ↓  
V0 V1 V2 

V0 1771 6067 22,746 

V1 0 4296 20,975 

V2 -168 0 16,679 

Table 5: Example Value Transition Table for a ternary register. 

The colouration entries in the VTT can be calculated using the fitted 

equations Equation 17 and Equation 18. The decolouration entries (demarcated as 
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being negative numbers) will be multiples of the read pulse duration. Note that the 

VTT considers the current value to be the value read by the read pulse, not the value 

the register was left in due to the decolouration of the read pulse. Hence the stimulus 

required to transition from Vn to Vn is not zero, but the stimulus needed to transition 

from Vn to Vn-1 is zero. 

At the conclusion of VTT generation, the register is set to V0 and is ready for 

use. The VTT, VBT and read pulse duration are all stored by LabVIEW and can be 

used by subVIs later in execution. 

5.5.2 Reading 

Reading a register is implemented by exposing the sample to a read pulse 

with the duration calculated during the initialisation. This causes the sample to 

fluoresce, which is recorded by the photodiode and converted into a voltage. The 

recorded voltage is then compared to the set of value bounds to determine which 

value corresponds to the reading. 

The level of fluorescence is recorded continuously for the duration of the 

read pulse. The recorded fluorescence forms an exponential decay function. As only 

a single value is required to correspond to the VBT, the level of fluorescence at the 

beginning of the read pulse is calculated. There are two methods for this: 

The first is to use a function fitting method to fit the recorded fluorescence to 

the decolouration formula, as shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9. This then gives a 

value for 0

*MCM . This method is robust to noise, and also robust to LED turn on time. 

However, as the recorded level of fluorescence is sometimes almost flat (when 

reading V0), the fitting method can return wildly incorrect values for 0

*MCM . An 

exponential decay function is of the form
)( ktey  and the constant k determines how 

rapidly the function decays to a flat state. If the recorded data is completely flat, the 

fitting algorithm will fit a function with a very high value for k, with a corresponding 

very high (and wildly inaccurate) value for 0

*MCM
.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of measured fluorescence and fit for a fully decoloured register. 

 

Figure 5.9: Zoomed view of the first second of Figure 5.8, showing how the peak measured 

fluorescence and peak fitted fluorescence compare. The fitted fluorescence peak was 3.09, 

and the 5ms average was 3.07. 
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The second alternative is to discard the recorded fluorescence during the 

LED turn on time, and average the first readings for a short period of time. For 

example, we average the first 5ms of fluorescence (typically 5 measurements) to 

produce a value. Longer durations can be used to increase robustness to noise, at the 

cost of returning a value that is lower than the actual level of fluorescence. This 

method works even if the fluorescence decay is flat. 

The read operation decrements the register by one and the VTT accounts for 

this. However, unless the system implements decrement reading with resetting, the 

register cannot be read twice in a row without a write operation occurring first. 

Doing so would decrement the register twice, potentially taking it below V-1, where 

transition times are no longer defined. Decrement reading with resetting can be used 

to remove this limitation, where every read operation is immediately followed by a 

↑1 write operation, returning the register to the value from before the read. 

An additional consideration when reading the register is that the register is 

subject to thermal relaxation over time and the state of the sample will change 

(typically a decrease towards thermal equilibrium). As a result, the register will 

eventually transition to an unknown state. To combat this, the read pulse calculates a 

5ms moving average of the level of fluorescence. If this average falls below the 

midpoint of the value the register is transitioning to, the read pulse immediately 

ceases, preventing overshoot and returning the register to a known state. 

Reading a register used a subVI extended from the Decolour LabVIEW 

subVI described in Chapter 4: Methods. The extended Read sub-VI takes the VBT 

and an averaging window time as additional inputs, and outputs both the value the 

register was determined to be in, and the actual recorded level of fluorescence (for 

data logging purposes), shown in Figure 5.10. The subVI will immediately calculate 

the average fluorescence at the start of the read pulse by ignoring the LED turn on 

period, then averaging the fluorescence for the averaging time and compare the 

result to the VBT to determine the value Vn. Once this is done, the subVI also loads

1nV and continues to calculate a moving window average. Should this average dip 

below 1nV , the decolouration immediately ceases, seen in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.10: Decolourise by Time with Averaging.vi and Decolourise 

By Time – Snap to Value V3.vi. Both subVIs are extensions to the basic 

decolour subVI. The former calculates the peak fluorescence by averaging for a defined time 

period. The latter finds the peak fluorescence, and also ceases the decolouration early if the 

fluorescence crosses a value midpoint. 

 

Figure 5.11: A register written to V1 decolouring to V0 with and without early ceasing of 

stimulus. As thermal relaxation has caused the sample to partially decolour, the original 

read pulse will overshoot the desired value midpoint (though as V0, it will remain within the 

bounds). Note however, that there is still a delay between fluorescence crossing the 

threshold and the LED beginning to turn off. 
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An alternative read subVI implements function fitting to determine the peak 

fluorescence, but has two disadvantages. Firstly, the fitting must be concluded at the 

end of the read pulse so it cannot cease the pulse early to prevent overshoot. 

Secondly, reading a low value (typically V0) will cause the fitting algorithm to return 

an incorrect result as discussed earlier.  

5.5.3 Writing 

Transitioning a register between values is via the application of colouration 

or decolouration stimulus in accordance with the VTT. Writing requires knowledge 

of the state of the register so a read operation must be performed first. The recorded 

value and the desired value are cross-referenced on the VTT to give the amount of 

colouration or decolouration stimulus required to transition the register to the new 

value. 

Stimulation with colouration stimulus will increment the register. 

Incrementation is blind; there is no feedback as to the progress of the operation in the 

form of fluorescence. Colouration will trend towards slightly undershooting (The 

peak fluorescence for V1 and V2 in Figure 5.12 show this), as the LED takes time to 

reach full intensity, and this delay is not included in the fitted colouration equation 

which determines the duration of the pulse. This is another reason why the bounds of 

values are skewed. Incrementation is implemented with an unmodified Colour 

subVI, as described in Chapter 4: Methods. The colour subVI is given the 

appropriate pulse duration from the VTT. 

Stimulation with decolouration stimulus will decrement the register. 

Decrementation is not blind; the system records feedback as fluorescence allowing 

the system to track the progress of the operation. As mentioned with reading, the 

state of the sample trends to decrease over time due to thermal relaxation. The 

feedback during decolouration allows us to take a moving average, and cease the 

decrementation early if the operation would decolour too far. This prevents thermal 

relaxation from causing incorrect readings, provided the register is used frequently. 

Decrementation is implemented with the modified Decolour subVI. It is given both 

the appropriate pulse duration from the VTT, but also the midpoint of the target 

value and an averaging time so implements the same early ceasing of decolouration 

as described in 5.5.2. 
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Figure 5.12: An example ternary register stepped upwards through states. 

5.5.4 Parallel Registers 

Sub-regions of eNBIPS can possess different concentrations of MC-form 

molecules. By addressing different regions of an eNBIPS sample, it is possible to 

store more than one value on a sample. This allows the storage of larger numbers by 

treating each n-capacity register as a base-n digit in a number. 

Use of parallel registers requires an additional step during register 

initialisation: 

Determine Motor Step Size 

 The motor has a limited travel Δ (10mm for our setup). Illumination has a 

fixed width w (typically 0.4mm for our setup). The user must input these two values, 

and the system will calculate the maximum number of parallel registers p and the 

step size Δs; the distance the motor must move to transition to the middle of the sub 

region that stores a register.  

 1)/(  wp  Equation 24 
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s  

Equation 25 

As eNBIPS is homogenous, the initialisation procedure needs only be 

executed on a single sub-region, and the results will be applicable to all parallel 

registers in the system. Parallel registers are treated exactly like regular registers but 

the register being addressed can be changed by using a Move subVI, as described in 

the methods section.  

An example of a parallel register being incremented is shown in Figure 5.13. 

A four-element parallel register counter counts in ternary from 0 to 80 (3
4 

= 81 

possible values), as executed on our system. A typical eNBIPS sample is used as 

described in 4.1: eNBIPS Samples. Illumination times are as shown in Table 5. 

Table 6 is the VBT for these parallel registers. The figures given were automatically 

determined by the register initialisation procedure.  

Each iteration is labelled with the decimal representation, the state of each 

register (V0: White, V1: Grey, V2: Black) and the fluorescence readings recorded 

during execution. As sub-regions are read from right to left, the fluorescence 

readings for the most-significant bit (furthest left) is typically lower as the register is 

subject to thermal relaxation. This is most obvious during iterations 0 and 80, where 

the measured fluorescence decreases from right to left.  
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Figure 5.13: A summary of a four-element parallel register counter counting in ternary from 

0 to 80 . 
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Value V0 V1 V2 

Upper Bound 1.31 2.41 +∞ 

Midpoint 0.96 1.66 3.14 

Lower Bound 0 1.31 2.41 

Table 6: Value table for the ternary registers in Figure 5.13.  

Repeatability is an issue, even within a simple parallel register. For example, 

recorded fluorescence from cell 0 storing V2 in Figure 5.13 varies from 2.80 to 3.08, 

decreasing as the time required to illuminate the remaining cells increase. This 

decrease in stored value is due to the thermal relaxation of the sample over time, and 

is more pronounced at higher MC concentrations, making higher values less stable. It 

is this issue that limits our current implementation of parallel registers to 4-register 

ternary; higher numbers of registers caused a larger time delay between a register 

being written and read, and higher bases reduce the time a register can thermally 

relax before it is erroneously read as a lower value. 

5.6. Discussion 

In this section we have demonstrated the implementation of photochromic 

registers capable of storing data as the relative concentration of MC-form molecules. 

Registers are written to via the application of colouration or decolouration stimulus, 

and read via excitation stimulus-induced fluorescence. The examples shown 

demonstrate how we can implement registers, both singularly and in parallel. 

However, parallel registers using our current experimental architecture cannot be 

written to or read in parallel, though this could be implemented with the use of a 

spatial light modulator. Interestingly, three dimensional addressing of sub-regions 

could be implemented using two-photon excitation. Both these extensions are 

discussed in Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions. 

Photochromic registers differ from conventional data storage methods in that 

reading the register will also change the state, though not necessarily the value if the 

read pulse is sufficiently short. As excitation stimulus and decolouration stimulus are 

the same, inducing fluorescence will also induce decolouration. We described 

methods to counter this, by distributing values such that any read operation 
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decrements the register by one, leaving it a known state. The register could then be 

used as is, or have its state reset with an increment operation. 

Two factors limit our ability to store more values with each register. The first 

is noise, and this reduces the number of distinguishable fluorescence levels the 

photodiode can determine. The hardware filter and averaging or function fitting 

partially alleviates this, but it remains an issue. The second is thermal relaxation, 

causing the concentration of MC-form molecules to relax to thermal equilibrium. 

Photochromic registers are hence more applicable to short-term data storage, storage 

of continuous values or storage where precision is less critical. A system that 

interacts with photochromic registers could distribute more values closer together at 

the expense of increased likelihood of reading a neighbouring value. This could go 

as far as having a continuous registers, where the value and the fluorescence reading 

correspond 1:1. Conversely, it could store fewer values with increased reliability. 

This change could be made with no alteration to the eNBIPS sample itself. 

Register failure is typically the result of storing a high value for long periods, 

causing the sample to thermally relax to a lower value, which is subsequently read. 

Higher values are considerably less stable than lower values, as there are more MC-

form molecules to potentially relax. This type of failure is particularly troublesome 

as there is no indication that the reading is incorrect. Preventing failure requires a 

large difference between two values at the higher end of the range, limiting the 

potential capacity of registers. Alternative failure modes are due to noise in the 

system causing an incorrect fluorescence measurement, or incorrect pulse durations 

based on faulty assumptions of the register, such as its current state that has changed 

due to thermal relaxation. 

Improving the capacity of photochromic registers depends on decreasing the 

effects of noise and decreasing the rate of thermal relaxation. Noise in our 

experimental system is from many sources, including electromagnetic noise and 

scattered light. Any reduction in EM noise or scattered light would allow the 

discrimination of more values. The limit to this is shot noise, the noise inherent to 

fluorescent processes; small amounts of fluorescence have a high variability in the 

amount of emitted photons per unit time.  Thermal relaxation is inherent to NBIPS 

itself and the temperature of the system. The alternative is to use a species of 
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spiropyran with lower quantum yields or use a solvent that inhibits molecular 

mobility. This would increase the time required to alter the state of the register, but 

decrease the rate of thermal relaxation. 
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Chapter 6: Steps Toward 

Photochromic Molecular Turing 

Machines 

As discussed in Chapter 2: Background Material, the Turing machine is 

Alan Turing’s theoretical description of a minimal computing device that could 

execute any algorithm [Turing (1936)] [Boolos et al. (2002)]. A Turing machine is 

the quintessential model of universal computation, and this chapter describes how we 

can utilise eNBIPS registers to implement the tape in a Turing machine as an 

example application of eNBIPS registers. 

6.1. Implementation of Photochromic Tape Turing Machines 

The definition of a Turing machine consists of four primary components (as 

shown in Figure 6.1) and five fundamental actions. Each component requires a 

corresponding implementation in our hardware setup, and each action operates on 

these components. The four primary components are: 

1. Tape. A Turing machine tape is a bidirectional limitless one-dimensional 

array of cells. Each cell stores a letter from a defined alphabet Γ, defaulting to 

a specified blank value. This is represented as a sample of eNBIPS with 

parallel registers. Each cell is a register along the sample, where the register’s 
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capacity d . If d , then k registers, each with capacity d, could be used 

as a virtual cell with capacity kd .  

In this pilot study the illumination size is 0.4 mm and the stepper 

motor has a travel of 10 mm, giving a maximum tape length of 25 cells. This 

limits the possible algorithms that can be executed but is sufficient for a 

proof of principle. Photochromic Turing machine executions begin in the 

centre of the tape and aborts execution should the tape bounds be exceeded. 

2. Head. A Turing machine head reads and writes to a cell on the tape. This is 

implemented by illumination and detection hardware addressing a register on 

the eNBIPS tape. The stepper motor allows the head to move.  

3. I-State Register. An internal state register that stores the Turing machine’s 

current state from a set of possible internal states Q, including a defined start 

I-state, and a halt I-state. Two options exist for implementation. Early efforts 

stored the I-State on the controlling computer and updated it in response to the 

update action. The alternative is to store the I-state on the tape itself. We 

allocate the left-most cell (as the tape is limited) or left most cells (if the 

register capacity is smaller than |Q|) as the I-State register, seen in Figure 6.2. 

This I-State can then be read and updated with modified update and decide 

actions. For simplicity, we retain the same base as the rest of the Turing 

Machine.  An n-state m-symbol machine would require     1log nm  
I-state 

cells. 

4. Transition Function. The transition function δ is the instruction set for the 

Turing machine. It is commonly rendered as a two dimensional table defining 

what actions to perform depending on the value of the read cell and the I-state. 

The actions are a 3-tuple, with instructions to print, move and update. We 

store the transition function on the controlling computer, but we later discuss 

how in principle it could be stored on the tape. 
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Figure 6.1: The four components of a classical Turing machine, as previously seen in Figure 

2.1. 

 

Figure 6.2: The layout of the photochromic Turing machine tape. In this example the I-state 

is saved on the tape in a pair of binary registers allowing up to four I-states. 

 In addition to these components, the system must enact five fundamental 

actions; Observe, Decide, Print, Move and Update. The nature of photochromic 

registers requires two additional compound actions; Initialise, that prepares the 

photochromic registers representing the tape for use, and Output, which reads the 

values of registers on the cell, producing the system output. 

1. Initialise. Operates on: Tape, Head. The registers implementing cells in a 

photochromic Turing machine tape require initialisation before use, as 

described in Chapter 5: Photochromic Molecular Registers. As the eNBIPS 

sample is homogenous, the measurements made for initialising the registers 

are only carried out for one tape cell register, and reused for all other 

registers. The required steps include: 
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a. Noise and capacity determination for tape cell register, determination 

of value mid points, and value ranges. 

b. Determination of the speed of colouration/decolouration and the 

creation of the value transition table. 

c. Resetting all tape cell registers to V0 (representing blank). 

2. Observe. Operates on: Head, Tape. This requires reading the symbol written 

to the cell the head is currently addressing. This is equivalent to reading a 

register as described in Chapter 5: Photochromic Molecular Registers. 

Though the read pulse uses decrement reading and hence decrements the tape 

cell register by one value, the register is always subsequently rewritten during 

the print operation. 

3. Decide. Operates on: I-State, Transition Function. Cross referencing the I-

State and value of the current cell with the transition function to obtain the 

instructions to enact. If the I-state is on the tape, the photochromic Turing 

machine head must move to and read the I-state register. Though reading the 

I-state changes the value, the I-state will be rewritten during the update 

operation. Taking the cell value from the observe action and the I-state value 

produces a three-tuple of actions from the transition function. 

4. Print. Operates on: Head, Tape. Updating the value stored by a cell. In this 

implementation this is equivalent to writing to a register. The current value of 

the tape cell register is known (the value recorded during the observe action, 

minus one) and the desired value is given by the transition function. The 

value transition table is then referenced for the appropriate amount of 

colouration or decolouration stimulus to write the register to the new value. 

5. Move. Operates on: Head. Moving the head relative to the tape by one cell 

left or right. This is implemented by incrementing or decrementing the 

position of the stepper motor by the cell size. The move action is also 

extended to allow for the head to move to the left-most cell to read the I-state 

register. Attempts to move beyond the bounds of the tape will result in the 

termination of the Turing machine with an ‘exceeded tape bound’ error. 

6. Update. Operates on: I-State. Updates the I-state to a new value determined 

by the transition function. If the I-state is stored on the controlling computer, 

this is altering a LabVIEW variable. If the I-state is instead stored on the 
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tape, the head moves to the left-most cell and alters the register value to the 

new I-state. 

7. Output. Operates on: Tape, Head. The output of a Turing machine is the 

value of each register on the tape. The Output action reads every register on 

the cell, and presents it visually to the user or in a text log. 

The flowchart of these actions can be seen in Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3: Flowchart of photochromic tape Turing machine execution. The five 

fundamental actions transition between one another by the arrows. The compound actions 

Initialise and Output are separated from the main body of execution.  

6.2. Programming Busy Beavers in Photochromic Tape Turing Machines 

Busy beavers [Radò (1962)] are examples of Turing machines where the 

machine performs the maximum amount of ‘work’ before halting when run on an 

unbounded tape with all cells set to blank. There are two definitions of work; the 

most written non-blank symbols, and the most move actions. These are given by the 

Generalised Busy Beaver function, and the Generalised Maximum Shifts function. 

Both functions are non-computable as they are equivalent to the halting problem; as 

they represent the maximum work by a machine that still halts, any machine that 

writes more non-blank symbols or makes more shifts than the champion busy beaver 
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will never halt [Radò (1962)]. The only way to prove a busy beaver is the champion 

is to enumerate every possible Turing machine for that class. 

Busy beavers were chosen as the Turing machines to be executed by our 

experimental setup as they represent the smallest machines that produce a maximally 

long output with a complex series of head movements and I-state transitions. They 

represent the ideal test that our implementation of the tape works, as they represent 

the hardest test for each class of Turing machine. 

A Turing machine is often classified by the size of the alphabet and the 

number of possible I-states. This is typically rendered as an ‘n-state m-symbol 

machine’ where n and m are integers corresponding to |Q|-1 (omitting the halting I-

state) and |Γ| respectively. 

The generalised busy beaver function for an n-state m-symbol machine Σ(n, 

m) is the number of non-blank symbols on the tape when the machine halts. The 

generalised maximum shifts function S(n, m) is the number of move actions 

performed by the machine before halting. For each class of n-state m-symbol Turing 

machine, there exists at least one ‘champion’ machine for each work function; the 

machine for which the values of S or Σ is greatest. There may be several machines 

tied for the title of champion and the same machine may be champion for both Σ and 

S. 

6.3. Execution of Busy Beavers on Photochromic Tape Turing Machines 

The simplest busy beaver Turing machine is the 1-state 2-symbol champion 

for Σ and S, shown in Figure 6.4. For this figure (and all future Turing machine 

figures) a) shows the transition function for that Turing machine, and b) shows the 

execution of the photochromic Turing machine for the given transition function. The 

left-most column shows the current I-state, and the centre grid column shows the 

tape and head (the bolded cell). As the Turing machines are two-symbol machines, 

the cells are either ‘0’ (white) or ‘1’ (grey). Note that the cell state is implicit; the 

machine may not have observed that cell this iteration. To the right of the state are 

four columns. Observe shows the waveform recorded when the current cell was 

observed. Write shows the state the cell should be updated to. The previous state and 

the new state are cross referenced with the state transition table, and the value passed 

to the appropriate LED. Move is the direction the head should move one cell in. The 
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final column is the new I-state. In this case the controlling computer stores this new 

value. The bottom section labelled ‘tape output’ is the cell values and read 

waveforms during the output compound action. 

Experimentally, the busy beavers shown in Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5 and Figure 

6.6 all utilise 0.67mM 1.15mm thick eNBIPS samples as described in 4.1: eNBIPS 

Samples. Illumination times are normally automatically determined by the 

calibration function detailed in 5.5.1: Initialisation for other examples of parallel 

registers. However, for implementing the tape in a Turing machine, the time a 

register must retain its value is not known in advance and varies, and hence a stored 

value of 1 may thermally relax over time back into 0. To alleviate this, the 

colouration times used are long (60 seconds), sufficient to colourise the register close 

to its maximum state. This increases the time necessary for the register to thermally 

relax to an incorrect value.  

Figure 6.4 is the 1-state 2-symbol busy beaver champion for Σ and S, with 

values Σ=1 and S=1. The halting I-state is ‘1’. There are many tied champions for the 

1-state 2-symbol class. This example busy beaver prints ‘1’, moves right and halts. 

The tape output row shows this, with a single one (Σ=1) printed in one step (S=1).  

 

Figure 6.4: The 1-state 2-symbol busy beaver champion for Σ and S. 
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Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show two more busy beavers for Turing machines 

with larger I-state sets. In both cases, the I-state is now stored in the tape itself, in a 

two-register cell to the left extreme of the tape. The Turing machines now read and 

write to this separated region every decide and update action.  

Figure 6.5 is 2-state 2-symbol busy beaver champion for Σ and S, with values 

Σ=4 and S=6. The halting I-state is ‘2’. Different to the previous example, the Turing 

machine now stores the state on the tape as shown to the left, followed by the 

waveforms measured when the state is read using the Observe action. Note that the 

state register uses two digits as it has three I-states to store if you include the halting 

I-state, and the most significant bit is to the right. The tape output row shows the 

state of the tape at the end of execution, and is the correct output for this busy 

beaver, with 4 ones (Σ=4) after six steps (S=6). 

 

Figure 6.5: The 2-state 2-symbol busy beaver champion for Σ and S. 

Figure 6.6 shows the 3-state 2-symbol busy beaver champion for Σ (but not 

S), with Σ=6 and S=14. The halting I-state is ‘3’. The tape output row shows the 
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state of the tape at the end of execution, and is the correct output for this busy 

beaver, with six ones (as Σ=6) after 14 steps (as S=14). 

 

Figure 6.6: The 3-state 2-symbol busy beaver champion for Σ (but not S). 

6.4. Discussion 

In this chapter we have demonstrated how Turing machines can be 

implemented using arrays of eNBIPS registers forming the tape, with a movable 

illuminating head. Examples of busy beavers have been demonstrated in order to 

show how complex transition functions can be implemented. The serial nature of 

Turing machines lends itself well to the serial addressing of eNBIPS registers. The 
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fact that register values are altered by reading is not an issue, as cell values are 

always rewritten. The implementation of a Turing machine on a single homogeneous 

eNBIPS sample shows how sub-regions of spiropyran-doped substances can be 

individually addressed and store data to regulate function. The extension of parallel 

registers to Turing machines shows how photochromic registers can be applied to 

complex use patterns.  

Photochromic-tape Turing machines could be extended to store the transition 

function on the tape. Like storing the I-state, this involves segregating a region on 

the left-side of the tape. Though this thesis has rendered the Turing transition 

functions as tables, they could equally be rendered as a set of tuples. Each tuple is of 

the form (a ∈ Γ, b ∈ Q→c ∈ Γ, {R, L}, d ∈ Q), where a is the observed symbol, b is 

the current I-state, c is the printed symbol, R/L is the direction of movement, and d is 

the updated I-state. For example, the transition table for the busy beaver in Figure 

6.4 could instead be written as two tuples: {(0, 0→1, R, 1), (0, 1→1, R, 1)}. This 

format lends itself well to tape transcription, as seen in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7: One possible representation of a transition function stored on tape, with the 

transition function, I-state and Turing tape all on the same eNBIPS sample. Two virtual 

boundaries Ba and Bb subdivide the tape into three. The tuples are unlabeled in this 

example, their position is explicit; but tuples could also have labels at the cost of additional 

space. The L/R symbols are represented as 0 (left) and 1 (right). 

An issue with photochromic Turing machines is the length of the tape, 

limited by the number of parallel registers possible on an eNBIPS sample. We 

discuss methods to improve this point in Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions, but 

any method that improves tape capacity must also account for that I-state and 

possibly transition function being stored on that state. Our method places these at the 
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far-left of the tape, but alternative locations (such as offset in a second dimension) 

may be desirable depending on the nature of the improvements.  

Additionally, the slow speed of move actions and duration of light pulses 

necessary to compensate for thermal relaxation leaves cells un-read for long 

durations. It is hence an unfortunate consequence that strengthening the system to 

thermal relaxation by increasing colouration durations also worsens the effect of 

thermal relaxation by increasing the duration a register can go unread. Additional 

experiments could be run to test the balance between longer and shorter colouration 

times, and their effect on register reliability. The experiments detailed in this section 

are reliable and repeatable as they have comparatively short execution times. Turing 

machines which take longer to execute, or with a higher number of symbols to store 

may occasionally have a cell that goes unread for a long period of time. Thermal 

relaxation of cells means these unread cells with higher values degrade to lower 

values, particularly if the cell is storing a higher base than binary. The typical 

symptom of this mode of failure is the Turing machine exceeding the bounds of the 

tape as it behaves unpredictably. Again, strategies to improve this are discussed in 

Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions. 
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Chapter 7: Photochromic 

Molecular Logic Gates and Logic 

Circuits 

The implementation of logic gates is an extension to registers, and could be 

applied to any photochromic molecule or other molecular switch with similar 

properties to NitroBIPS. In this chapter the details of extending the functionality of 

registers to cover a broad variety of logic gates are presented, including both two-

input universal gates; NAND and NOR. This chapter then details the extension of 

gates into logic circuits. 

7.1. Introduction 

 A finitary Boolean function is a mathematical function, taking a finite 

number k of Boolean inputs (the arity), and returning a single Boolean result. There 

are 
k22 possible Boolean functions for each arity k. Claude Shannon demonstrated 

how two-value electrical switching circuits could implement Boolean functions 
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[Shannon (1938)], but Boolean logic is not restricted to electronic signals. Modern 

logic gates are typically constructed from silicon transistors, but implementations 

exist as diverse as carbon nanotubes [Bachtold et al. (2001)], quantum dots [Loss 

and DiVincenzo (1998)], rotaxane molecular architectures [Collier et al. (1999)], 

prokaryotic transcriptional networks [Silva-Rocha and de Lorenzo (2008)], smart 

polymers [Pasparakis et al. (2009)], bacteriorhodopsin films [Rao et al. (1996)] and 

DNA [Elbaz et al. (2010)]. 

 The miniaturisation of logic components is a crucial part of modern 

technology. Billions of dollars are spent on chip fabrication techniques, resolving 

feature sizes as low as 14nm or smaller [Singh (2011)]. However, limitations on the 

possible size of components [Keyes (2001)] [Zhirnov et al. (2003)] mean this 

approach may be reaching its limits.  

The examples of unconventionally implemented logic gates above are all 

very small or have the potential to be made very small. In some cases the examples 

may be looking for ways to increase processor speed or component density. In our 

case however, we are not seeking to compete with silicon processors in terms of 

computational power or speed. Instead, the use of molecules is with an aim to embed 

computation into biological systems, both natural and synthetic.  

Logical processing at the molecular level takes place either at a uni-

molecular scale, supramolecular scale or within populations of molecules. 

Photochromic molecules have already shown promise in implementing logic gates, 

including spiropyrans [Raymo and Giordani (2001)] and multiple covalently bonded 

species [Andréasson et al. (2011)], the latter implementing a remarkable 13 logical 

functions with a single molecule, giving rise to the possibility of light operated 

molecular species capable of implementing multiple functions.  

To perform more complex logical functions, it is convenient to compose 

them of many logic gates connected to one another. This allows for the reuse of 

common components to build more complex entities. The connection between gates 

and the type of gates used forms the behaviour of the overall circuit. 

This chapter shows how NBIPS can implement logical functions in the form 

of logic gates, how logic gates can implement logic circuits, and discusses the 
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limitations of optical inputs and outputs, why eNBIPS gates cannot communicate 

directly and methods by which this could be addressed. 

7.2. Logic Gate Definitions 

Our representation of logic gates is an extension of registers, and uses the 

representation detailed in 3.1.2. This section details the definitions of many types of 

logic gates, the sequences of pulses needed, and any additional properties.  

7.2.1 1-Input Gates 

There are 4 (
122 ) possible 1-input logic gates. Commutability is not 

applicable for 1-input gates as they only have a single input. All 1-input logic gates 

have equality of output. 

1-FALSE 

A.K.A: Pass 0, NO. 

Representation: [1+, ( ), ↓0] 

Unique?: Yes 

1-TRUE 

A.K.A: Pass 1, YES. 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

1-ID 

A.K.A: IDENTITY, Pass, Wire. 

Representation: [2+, ({a, ↑1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

1-NOT 

A.K.A: !a, ¬a, a , Inverter, Negation. 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

7.2.2 2-Input Gates 

The most commonly considered gate type is the 2-input gates of binary 

logical operators. There are 16 (
222 ) possible 2-input gates. Two gates of note 

include NOR and NAND; all other logic gates (and hence all logic circuits) can be 

Input Output 
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Input Output 
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Input Output 
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Input Output 
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simulated with a circuit of just NOR or just NAND gates, making them functionally 

complete.  

Truth tables presented here show input a along the x axis, and b along the y 

axis. Gates that do not have corresponding input pulses for both inputs are not 

commutable and hence not applicable for parallelisation. Non-unique gates will have 

their output correspondence listed. The input phase of a commutable gate is 

underlined. 

2-FALSE 

A.K.A: Pass 0, NO, Contradiction. 

Representation: [1+, ( ), ↓0] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: N/A 

2-NOR 

A.K.A: a↓b, a b, Pierce Arrow, Quine Dagger. 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: Yes 

2-B NOT A 

A.K.A: Converse Nonimplication, ab, a  b. 

Representation: [3+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↑1}, {↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: No 

2-NOT A 

A.K.A: !a, ¬a, Negation. 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: N/A 
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2-ABJUNCTION 

A.K.A: Material nonimplication, a  b. 

Representation: [2+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: No 

2-NOT B 

A.K.A: b!, ¬b, Negation. 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: N/A 

2-XOR 

A.K.A: Exclusive Disjunction, , . 

Representation: [3+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}), ↓2] 

Unique?: No. V1 = True. !V1 = False. 

Equality of Output?: No, non-unique. 

Commutable?: Yes 

2-NAND 

A.K.A: a↑b, Sheffer Stroke, alternative denial. 

Representation: [3+, {↑2}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓2] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: No 

Commutable?: Yes 

2-AND 

A.K.A: a b, a & b, logical conjunction. 

Representation: [3+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}, {↓1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: Yes 
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2-XNOR 

A.K.A: a ↔ b, a = b, logical biconditional. 

Representation: [3+, ({↑1}, {a, ↑1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓2] 

Unique?: No. V1 = True. !V1 = False. 

Equality of Output?: No, non-unique. 

Commutable?: No. 

2-ID A 

A.K.A: Pass a, projection function. 

Representation: [2+, ({a, ↑1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: N/A 

2-A IMP. B 

A.K.A: if a then b, material implication, a  b, a → b. 

Representation: [3+, ({↑1}, {a, ↑1}, {b, ↓1}), ↓2] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: No 

Commutable?: No 

2-ID B 

A.K.A: Pass b, projection function. 

Representation: [2+, ({b, ↑1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: N/A 

2-B IMP. A 

A.K.A: if b then a, converse implication, a b, a ← b. 

Representation: [3+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↑1}), ↓2] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: No 

Commutable?: No 
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2-OR 

A.K.A: logical disjunction, a  b, a||b. 

Representation: [3+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}), ↓2] 

Alternative: [2!, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}), ↓1] 

The alternative representation restricts the possible output states to just V0 and V1. 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?:  No (Original Representation). Yes (Alternative Representation) 

Commutable?: Yes 

2-TRUE 

A.K.A: Pass 1, YES, Tautology.  

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}), ↓1] 

Unique?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

Commutable?: N/A 

7.2.3 n-Input Gates 

Some gates which are commutable and unique can also be adapted to n-input 

gates, where n is any positive integer. An n-input gate can either have a pre-defined 

number of inputs, or in some cases an arbitrary number of inputs. Gates which can 

accommodate an arbitrary number of inputs can receive any number of inputs during 

the input phase without foreknowledge or alteration of the gate. Gates that cannot 

accommodate an arbitrary number of inputs require changes to the gate capacity, 

moderators or output pulse if the number of inputs changes. In the following 

definitions, n is the number of inputs and Ω is the nth unique identifier for inputs. 

n-FALSE 

Truth Condition: False 

Representation: [1+, ( ), ↓0] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: N/A 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

n-NOR 

Truth Condition: If all inputs are False, then True. Else False. 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↓1}, ... {Ω, ↓1}), ↓1] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: Yes 
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Equality of Output?: Yes 

n-NAND 

Truth Condition: False only if all inputs are True. Else True. 

Representation: [(n+1)+, ({↑n}, {a, ↓1}, {b, ↓1}, ... {Ω, ↓1}), ↓n] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: No 

Equality of Output?: No 

n-AND 

Truth Condition: True only if all inputs are True. Else False. 

Representation: [(n+1)+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}, ... {Ω, ↑1}, {↓n-1}), ↓1] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: No 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

n-OR 

Truth Condition: True if one or more inputs are True. Else False. 

Representation: [(n+1)+, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}, ... {Ω, ↑1}), ↓n] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: No 

Equality of Output?: No 

Alternative: [2!, ({a, ↑1}, {b, ↑1}, ... {Ω, ↑1}), ↓1] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: Yes 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

n-TRUE 

Truth Condition: True 

Representation: [2+, ({↑1}), ↓1] 

Arbitrary Number of Inputs?: N/A 

Equality of Output?: Yes 

7.3. Implementation of Photochromic Logic Gates 

7.3.1 Experimental Setup 

Logic gates use the same eNBIPS samples and hardware set-up as registers. 

The difference is the sequence of light pulses to which they are exposed. To control 

the sequence of pulses, LabVIEW code was written. In anticipation of future 

expansion to logic circuits and elementary cellular automata, logic gates were 

implemented as modular subVIs that could be easily inserted into existing code. 
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A LabVIEW Logic Gate takes as input: 

 The DAQmx tasks and associated error clusters: These allow the sub-

VI to operate the LEDs and measure from the photodiode. 

 The Boolean inputs to the gate: The value of these determine if the 

input pulses occur or not. 

 The measurement sampling rate. This is how frequent the photodiode 

voltage is sampled. 

 Average background noise. This allows us to cut short decolourations 

that have already fully decoloured the sample by checking if the 

fluorescence has reached background levels, increasing the speed of 

execution.  

 Truth threshold: The fluorescence value above which the output is 

considered True. We only implement unique gates, so a lower 

threshold is sufficient. This could be considered the lower bound of 

V1 as described with registers. 

 Averaging time: To protect against noise spikes, the peak 

fluorescence during the output phase is averaged over a given time, 

which can be set. 

 Ultraviolet and Green LED Voltages. 

 Timings. For most gates, this is two values. The duration of 

colouration stimulus to enact ↑1, and the amount of decolouration 

stimulus to enact ↓1. For same gates there may be additional timings, 

such as ↑2 for 2-NAND (which is not equal to 2↑1 as discussed in 

Photochromic Molecular Registers). Any program including logic 

gates will include a logic gate calibration subVI, which determines 

the rate of colouration and decolouration, and produces the shortest 

timings necessary for the gates to work reliably. Gates are then tested 

using the timings to ensure they produce the expected results. If the 

gates fail, the timings are increased and tested again, until a reliable 

yet fast execution time is established. 
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Figure 7.1: A Logic Gate subVI in LabVIEW. 

The outputs from the Gate subVI are the output truth value, the completed 

DAQmx tasks to be used by the next gate, and the recorded measurements from the 

photodiode (for diagnostic purposes), as shown in Figure 7.1. 

The subVI itself is a state machine. A LabVIEW state machine is a design 

pattern consisting of multiple ‘cases’ implementing functionality, and controlled 

transitions between them, summarised in Figure 7.2. The Gate subVI consists of an 

initialisation case to start the optical tasks; a final output case that determines the 

output value by comparing the peak fluorescence during the output pulse with the 

truth threshold; and a case for every light pulse in the gate’s definition. 
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Figure 7.2: Overview of LabVIEW state machines. a) Program pattern of a LabVIEW state 

machine. b) State diagram showing how cases transition between one another, possibly with 

conditional dependencies. 

Input pulse cases contain a conditional that only operates the pulse if the 

corresponding input is true. The pulse is enacted by the colouration / decolouration 

subVIs described in Chapter 4: Methods. Moderator pulse cases do not have a 

conditional, just the colouration / decolouration sub VI. The output pulse case 

contains the modified decolouration subVI which averages the recorded fluorescence 

to be more resilient to noise. Decolouration pulses may use modified decolouration 

subVIs which cease the pulse early if the recorded fluorescence is equal to the level 

of background noise. This decreases execution time by not attempting to decolour 

gates which were already in V0. The case structure of a 2-input gate subVI is shown 

in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3: Flowchart of logic gate subVI execution. This example is a 2-NOR gate. 

Gates with an arbitrary number of inputs do not have fixed Boolean inputs. 

Instead, an array of Boolean values representing the inputs is passed. The input 

phase is then internally implemented with a looped case which executes once for 

each value in the array, enacting an input pulse (or not) for each. 

 Like registers, noise limits the performance of a logic gate. However, 

whereas noise reduces the storage capacity of registers, noise reduces the execution 

speed of logic gates. As a logic gate (typically) only transitions between two or three 

values, the closer the value mid points are on the fluorescence range, the less light is 

needed for the transitions; fewer molecules need to switch form to change the sample 

value. As our LEDs operate at a fixed intensity, less light implies shorter pulse 

durations.  

 To help improve both the speed and reliability of our system, a logic gate 

pulse-time calibrator was implemented. This simple LabVIEW SubVI takes a logic-

gate SubVI of choice, and using a user-set minimum pulse time executes all possible 
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input variations to that gate (and repeats this process a user-specified number of 

times, typically 4), and compares the recorded outputs to the expected outputs. If the 

outputs do not match the expectations, the pulse times are increased (again, by a 

user-set increment), and the process repeats, until a stable yet short pulse duration 

can be reached. The examples of gates and circuits in this chapter do not make use of 

this facility to produce figures with clear fluorescence peaks, however the 

implementations of logic circuits in Chapter 8: Photochromic Molecular Elementary 

Cellular Automata do. 

7.4. Example Executions of eNBIPS Logic Gates 

The following figures (Figure 7.4 to Figure 7.8) are traces of fluorescent 

emission recorded from the experimental executions of a selection of eNBIPS logic 

gates. Each gate has multiple traces associated with it, to show a selection of possible 

inputs to the gate. ‘False’ input pulses do not occur, and the gate skips immediately 

to the next pulse. For clarity, these figures pad data with zeros to make false pulses 

more obvious. Additionally for clarity, the duration of pulses has been extended to 

exaggerate the fluorescence peaks. The output pulses used early ceasing based on 

background noise; as a result the output pulses may be of different durations.  
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Figure 7.4: Experimentally recorded traces from our system showing the two possible 

execution traces of a NOT gate.  

Figure 7.4 shows two executions of a NOT gate on our optical system. NOT 

is the most widely used of the 1-input gates, and represents the inversion of a signal. 

It was also the first gate implemented on our system. Only when the input is false, is 

the output true (fluorescence peak > 1 V). Pulse durations were 3000 ms for 

colouration, 5000 ms for decolouration. The traces show how the fluorescence peak 

always occurs during the gate execution, but the presence of the peak during the 

output pulse is the indicator of a true output.  

Figure 7.5 shows four executions of a 2-NOR gate, executed on our system. 

Only when both inputs are false is the output true. Pulse durations used were the 

same as for NOT: 3000 ms for colouration and 5000 ms for decolouration. 2-NOR 

represents the two-input equivalent of a NOT gate. If either input is true, the output 

is false. If neither input is true, the output is true. By setting the gate to V1, the gate 

will only remain in that state is neither input pulse occurs (being ↓1 pulses). 2-NOR 

is used heavily during our experiments, as it is a universal gate, and only requires 

two values to operate (compared to three for NAND; the other universal gate). 
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Figure 7.6 shows four executions of a 2-OR gate in the standard 

representation with three values, executed on our system, with a colouration time of 

3000ms. Either input pulse being true will colourise the sample to V1, and both being 

true will colourise the sample to V2, both representing true outputs. This is an 

example of a gate without equality of output; the fluorescence peaks of TF (or FT), 

and TT are different, despite both representing true. Unlike many gates, a 2-OR gate 

may have no fluorescence peak at all, in the FF case. Figure 7.7 shows a resolution 

to this; the alternative representation 2-OR gate. By extending the colouration time 

to 120,000ms, this gate essentially has only two values; V0, and Vmax. As a result, no 

colouration is caused by a second true input pulse, and the output fluorescence peaks 

are the same. However, this representation is inefficient due to the duration of pulses 

required, and as a result neither representation of 2-OR is frequently used in our 

experiments. 

Figure 7.8 shows several executions of an n-NOR gate; an example of a gate 

with an arbitrary number of inputs. Pulse durations were 3000 ms for colouration 

and 5000 ms for decolouration. After the moderator pulse sets the n-NOR gate to V1, 

any number of input pulses can occur before the output pulse. This allows for the n-

NOR gate to be used as a 3-NOR gate (as shown with the first eight traces), or any 

long string of inputs, as shown in the last trace.  
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Figure 7.5: Experimentally recorded traces from our system showing the four possible 

traces of a 2-NOR gate.    
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Figure 7.6: Experimentally recorded traces from our system showing the four possible 

traces of a 2-OR gate. 
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Figure 7.7: Alternative representation of a 2-OR gate with only two states.  
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Figure 7.8: Experimentally recorded traces from our system showing nine examples of an n-

NOR gate.  
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In comparison to the repeatability issues mentioned in 5.5.4 Parallel 

Registers, the repeatability of logic gates is much more solid. The figures in this 

section use pulse durations in excess of those necessary, to give clear peaks. Shorter 

pulses can be used for gates using the floor restriction. (i.e. all except the alternative 

2-OR gate). As a gate is not required to store data for a long, unpredictable amount 

of time and because the gate does not have to be colourised towards the maximum-

MC state, very little thermal relaxation occurs. 

7.5. Example Circuit Executions 

Gates are extended to circuits using the techniques detailed in 3.2: 

Programming the System. Example executions of circuits on our experimental setups 

can be seen in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10. Figure 7.9a shows executions of a drag-

and-drop circuit Cex (Figure 3.3). A drag-and-drop circuit, if correctly implemented, 

shows no difference in its execution from a compiled circuit. Each trace is the level 

of fluorescence over time when exposed to light pulses (shaded regions). For clarity, 

pulses which are not enacted as their corresponding input was false instead pause for 

the pulse duration so the traces align. Additionally, a one second gap was added to 

show where pulses begin and end. T and F labels are added to the output pulses for 

clarity. Due to the exponential nature of NitroBIPS colouration and decolouration, 

the difference (in this case) between V0 and V1 is much smaller compared to the 

difference between V1 and V2. Figure 7.9b shows a zoomed view of a true output 

(grey) and a false output (black) to clarify this difference. 
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Figure 7.9: Execution of a two-gate circuit Cex. a) The fluorescence traces recorded 

experimentally from the eight possible executions of Cex.  b) This is a zoomed view of the 

difference between a True output (grey, from TTF) and a False output (black, from TTT). 

Figure 7.10 is an example of a compiled circuit, in this case executing a 

NOR-logic 2-bit full adder designed in Logisim (Figure 7.10a), and ran through our 

compilation pipeline described in 3.2.2: Compiled Circuits. The gates were serialised 

by our compiler and converted into a pulse sequence for execution. It is calculating 3 
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+ 1, and the fluorescence trace is shown in Figure 7.10b
3
. Each gate is separated by a 

line, and is numbered and labelled with its truth value. g7 and g16 are false, and g17 is 

true; indicating oc (the carry bit) is true, and hence the answer is 4. 

 

Figure 7.10: Compilation and execution of a large logic circuit. a) A NOR-Logic 2-bit full 

adder designed in Logisim. b) The recorded output fluorescence trace for that circuit 

executing 3+1.  

                                                 
3
 It should be noted that this figure’s trace is considerably noisier than any other figures in this thesis. 

The data here is in fact the oldest in this thesis, and was recorded before the experimental setup 

moved laboratories. The move helped isolate the setup from environmental electromagnetic noise, 

primarily from air conditioning units in the ceiling (which later flooded the lab after freezing in 

winter).      
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7.6. Discussion 

In this section we have demonstrated how eNBIPS samples can execute logic 

functions when exposed to stimulus, with light pulses as inputs and moderators, and 

fluorescence as output. These techniques could be applied to other photochromic 

molecules or in general to molecular switches.  

The examples shown in 7.4 detail single logic gates. By illuminating different 

areas of an eNBIPS sample, multiple gates could be executed in parallel. As our 

experimental setup cannot illuminate multiple regions simultaneously this would be 

superfluous; the execution speed would not improve. However, by using a spatial 

light modulator as discussed in Chapter 9: Discussion and Conclusions, multiple 

gates could be executed in parallel with an execution time speedup.  

Photochromic logic gates have a different mode of operation to traditional 

logic gates, relying on ordered sequences of input light pulses. For an experimental 

setup as described in this paper we can implement almost all logic functions by 

varying the order of pulses without modification to the eNBIPS sample itself. 

Similarly, the sample can be repurposed to act as a register or a logic gate by altering 

input light pulses. This offers the possibility of dynamic reallocation of resources 

between data storage and parallel execution of logic functions.  

This section also demonstrates how photochromic logic circuits can be 

executed via the sequential execution of multiple photochromic logic gates. Though 

every gate is executed on the single eNBIPS sample, each gate can have a different 

function. The examples shown require serialisation, as our experimental setup cannot 

address more than one region of eNBIPS simultaneously. A setup which could 

illuminate multiple areas in parallel could execute multiple gates simultaneously, and 

remove the need for circuit serialisation.  

The serial nature of our implementation means any sized circuit can be 

executed, in a time linear with the number of gates in that circuit. Each gate may 

have different execution times, depending on the number and type of light pulses 

required. Gates may also use early ceasing of the output pulse, which can alter gate 

duration. Gates are not held at a value for any length of time, so thermal relaxation is 

rarely an issue unless the pulse durations are set too low, especially with 3-value 

gates such as AND and NAND.  
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Gate failure will almost always manifest as a false output when a true output 

should have occurred, as the gate value has been decremented by thermal relaxation. 

More rarely, a large noise spike during the output pulse of a gate could incorrectly 

register the output as true rather than false. Assuming the threshold for a positive 

output has been correctly set; this has only been shown to occur due to mechanical 

trauma to the system (causing an environmental light bleed) or failure to set the filter 

to filter AC wiring noise.  

The limit on circuit size is molecule bleaching. Over time, molecules will 

become bleached and the sample will lose dynamic range. Assuming the system 

periodically re-calibrates to account for this, the circuit can continue to be executed 

for a long time. How long is not currently known; circuits were looped for 48 hours 

over a weekend, and remained functional. If we use the gate durations from Figure 

7.9 (i.e. 75 seconds per NOR gate), then the lower bound on maximum circuit size 

that could be achieved with our current setup is 2300 gates. The maximum is likely 

far higher, and could be improved with faster gate execution and sample replacement 

(i.e. moving the area of illumination if the sample is large).  

A limitation of photochromic optical logic circuits is that each molecule’s 

conversion of energy from input to fluorescence is not 100% efficient. Stoke’s shift 

is the change in wavelength from excitatory photons to emitted photons [Valeur 

(2001)]. NBIPS’ orange wavelength fluorescence is not usable as an input to 

subsequent gates, as shown in Figure 7.11, this being a critical limitation of our 

approach. 
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Figure 7.11: The direct outputs of photochromic logic gates are not suitable for direct use 

as inputs into another logic gate. eNBIPS logic gates and most fluorescent compounds are 

subject to Stoke’s Shift; emitted photons will be of a lower energy than the excitatory 

photons. 

 This limitation can be circumvented by using an emission detector which 

converts fluorescence into a control signal for a light source, which is the approach 

our experimental setup uses. However, for future work involving synthetic biology 

where NitroBIPS or other spiropyrans are introduced into biological systems, the 

output of a photochromic logic gate need not be fluorescence but rather the effect the 

photochromic molecule has on the tagged process. For example, spiropyrans can be 

introduced into lipid membranes, and cause perturbation and leakiness in that 

membrane when in the MC state [Ohya et al. (1998)]. In this case, the output of a 

logic gate is not fluorescent but rather the release of the membrane contents, which 

could be used as inputs to other molecular switch logic gates (though not 

photochromic logic gates). This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9: Discussion 

and Conclusions. 
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Chapter 8: Photochromic 

Molecular Elementary Cellular 

Automata 

The Turing machine was Turing’s formalised description of the simplest 

universal computer, expressed as a mechanical metaphor. By comparison, 

elementary cellular automata (ECA) are an abstract simple universal computer 

proven equivalent to a Turing machine [Cook (2004)]. An ECA is a specialised form 

of the more general cellular automata (CA). In this section we define photochromic 

ECAs, demonstrate their implementation and discuss the possibilities this affords us. 

8.1. Introduction 

A cellular automaton is a discrete model often used for modelling physical 

systems, consisting of a regular array of cells - each possessing a discrete state from 

an alphabet - where the states of all cells are updated in parallel each time step in 

accordance with a transition function and the state of the neighbouring cells. 
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Figure 8.1: An example two-dimensional cellular automata cell being updated in 

accordance with a transition function. The transition function here is Conway’s Game of 

Life [Gardner (1970)]. With two live neighbours, cell a remains alive. 

One of the earliest examples of a cellular automaton was von Neumann’s 

universal constructor; a pattern in a two dimensional CA with 29 states that was 

capable of self-replication [von Neumann (1966)]. Conway’s Game of Life [Gardner 

(1970)] was a much simpler example of a CA, abstracting biological life with only 

two states (alive and dead, see Figure 8.1), yet it is capable of universal computation 

[Berlekamp et al. (1982)]. 

Wolfram defined the ECA as the simplest possible CA [Wolfram (1983)] 

[Wolfram (2002)]; a one-dimensional array of two-state cells with a neighbourhood 

consisting of the cell and its two immediate neighbours. However, even this most 

basic representation has been proven to be universal [Cook (2004)], and hence is one 

of the simplest universal computational models. 

We sought an implementation of an ECA for two reasons. Firstly it would 

represent a third universal computing paradigm implemented with eNBIPS. 

Secondly the simplicity of the transition functions mean they can be expressed as a 

logic circuit allowing us to calculate a cell’s next state in the cell itself without 

simply checking a lookup table, demonstrating the dynamic reassignment of eNBIPS 

from data storage to data processing. An ECA shares many features with a Turing 

machine, including a one-dimensional array of cells, cells storing a set of discrete 
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states, and a transition function to update the state, allowing us to extend the Turing 

machine’s functionality. 

8.2. Implementation of Photochromic Elementary Cellular Automata 

An elementary cellular automaton is a one-dimensional array of cells C, 

where each cell stores a binary state 0 or 1. An initial condition defines the state each 

cell Ci begins in, defaulting to 0. Each cell is updated every generation by a 

transition function F dependent on the state of Ci and the state of the two cells to the 

immediate left and right; Ci-1 and Ci+1. This transition function can be expressed as. 

),,(, 11  iiii CCCFCi Every generation, the entire array of cells is updated in 

parallel until a generation limit gmax is reached. The ECA has no other halting 

condition.  

Unlike Turing machines, the cell array C is not necessarily limitless, but 

instead has one of three possible boundary conditions. The first possibility is for the 

cells immediately beyond the boundary of the array (non-cells) to be considered as a 

fixed value (typically 0). For the second possibility the array wraps, such that 

0CC
C
  and

11  
C

CC . The third possibility is for the array to be limitless, and 

automatically adds size as the pattern grows. 

Whereas a Turing machine has defined mechanical components that must be 

implemented in a photochromic system, the abstract nature of ECAs means we have 

greater freedom in the manner in which components are implemented. These are 

expressed in similar terms to Turing machine components, and consist of: 

1. Right and Left Arrays: Similar to the tape in the photochromic Turing machine, 

the right and left arrays are both on a single eNBIPS sample and consist of two 

one-dimensional arrays of photochromic binary registers representing the cells of 

the array C. As our hardware setup cannot address multiple registers 

simultaneously - and hence cannot update all cells in parallel - we require two 

arrays CR and CL to store the results of each cell update, as shown in Figure 8.2. 

The first generation and all subsequent odd generations will apply the transition 

function to every cell in CR, but write the results to CL. Even generations will 

write from CL to CR.  
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As samples cannot be limitless, we can use either the first or second 

boundary condition. We chose the fixed non-cell choice, where cells C-1 and C|C| 

are always 0, as shown in Figure 8.3. The maximum size of the arrays is 

determined by the sample; if the sample S can store |S| registers, then the arrays 

are 







2

S

 
long. 

 

Figure 8.2: Example ECA arrays with |S|=6. Virtual boundary B divides the arrays. 

Example cells Ci and iC   show how cells correspond across arrays.  

 

Figure 8.3: Addressing an ECA cell beyond the array boundary. Two virtual 'non-cells' 

(grey) surround the array, and are always state 0. 

2. Head: As with the Turing machine, the head is movable illumination allowing us 

to address individual cells. This is necessary due to the limitation of our system 

not operating in parallel.  

3. Transition Function: Whereas the transition function for Turing machines is a 

lookup table instructing the machine on its next command, the transition 

functions for ECAs is expressible either as a table, as a logical function or as a 

logic circuit, for an example see Figure 8.4. The function F applied to Ci takes 
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the states for cells Ci-1, Ci and Ci+1 as inputs, and returns iC  . We implement the 

function as a logic circuit which runs on Ci.  

Implementation requires four atomic actions. These actions and their 

implementations are: 

1. Move: Though the definition of ECAs requires no head and no movable 

addressing, our system can only access a single cell at a time. As a result the 

implementation requires movable illumination. The move action moves the 

illumination left or right along the array or over the virtual boundary between 

CL and CR arrays. Unlike Turing machines, Move is not restricted to a single 

cell movement, but could be many. 

2. Observe: Reading the cell the head is currently addressing. This is equivalent 

to reading a register. Decrement reading with resetting is used when cells are 

read (see Chapter 5: Photochromic Molecular Registers) as the cell will be 

read multiple times. 

3. Print: Altering the value of the cell to 0 or 1 in accordance with the transition 

function result. This is equivalent to writing to a register. 

4. Execute: For each generation, for each cell, an execute action reads the state 

of the cell’s neighbours, runs the logic circuit, and prints the result to the 

corresponding cell in the opposite array. A flowchart of Execute’s operation 

is shown in Figure 8.5. 

These actions are combined to execute the ECA, as shown in Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.4: Representations of the transition function for Rule 110. a) As a table. b) As a 

logic function. c) As a logic circuit optimised for photochromic logic gates. 
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Figure 8.5: Flowchart of the photochromic ECA execute action. mRead and mWrite are 

compound actions that move to a cell and read/write it, shown underneath. 
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Figure 8.6: Flowchart of system operation for photochromic ECAs. Every cell is executed 

once for each generation, and the ECA executes until the generation limit is reached. 

8.3. Execution of Photochromic Elementary Cellular Automata 

We sought to implement one ECA from each of Wolfram’s Wolfram Classes 

(See 2.2. Unconventional Computing). The following figures (Figure 8.7 to Figure 

8.11) show the executions of five example ECAs covering the range from class 1 to 

class 4. Each figure has five components. a) is a brief summary of general ECA 

operation. b) is a table representation of the transition function, and c) is that 

transition function as a logic circuit. d) are the results of the ECA execution, 10 

generations with an array size of 5. Each iteration consists of two rows; the first is 

the graphical representation of the cell states and the two virtual non-cells in grey, 

and the second consists of sets of three waveforms for each cell; the readings of Ci-1, 

Ci and Ci+1 
for each cell in the array. To the left is a column indicating the 

generation, and to the right is which array is in use. e) is a comparison of the 

expected result and the result given by the execution. In each case, the execution of 

the ECA produced the expected result.  

Similarly to photochromic tape Turing machines from the previous section, 

the duration of colouration stimulus to set a cell to V1 is longer than would be used 

for a simple register. Though the time between cell reads is now fixed per ECA 
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rather than indeterminate, the time a cell must remain in its value is high and hence 

subject to thermal relaxation, placing a limit on the width of the ECA. The time to 

execute each ECA iteration varied depending on the complexity of the transition 

function, approximately 30 seconds per cell read, 30 seconds per gate and 1 minute 

per cell write (i.e. as long as 27 minutes per iteration for rule 110). The ECA width 

of 5 is the highest width for which Rule 110 can write V1 to C0, and for it to still be 

read as V1 during the next iteration. Though simpler rules could be executed with 

more cells due to the reduced circuit execution time, a width of 5 is sufficient for a 

proof of concept and is kept for consistency.  
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Figure 8.7: Execution of Rule 160. Rule 160 is a class 1 ECA, and rapidly converges to a 

uniform state of ‘off’ cells. The initial condition was two ‘on’ cells. 
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Figure 8.8: Execution of Rule 250. Rule 250 is a class 1 ECA, though the fixed values of the 

boundary cells causes it to form a repeating alternating pattern. This is a limitation of the 

chosen boundary condition. The initial condition was a single on cell.  
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Figure 8.9:  Execution of Rule 4. Rule 4 is a class 2 ECA, forming repetitive structures. The 

initial condition is alternating cell states.  
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Figure 8.10: Execution of Rule 60. Rule 60 is a class 3 ECA, forming random structures. 

The initial condition is C0 = 1. 
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Figure 8.11: Execution of Rule 110. Rule 110 is a class 4 ECA, and is proven to be capable 

of emulating a Turing machine, and hence of universal computation. [Cook (2004)] The 

initial condition is C5 = 1. 
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8.4. Discussion 

In this section we have demonstrated that it is possible to implement 

photochromic ECAs and have given examples of all four Wolfram classes of ECA 

including the universal Rule 110. ECAs have been implemented in a way to suit our 

hardware setup and to showcase the capabilities of photochromic computation. In its 

current form the hardware can only read or write to a single cell register at a time, 

requiring two parallel arrays of cells, and executing each cell in turn per generation. 

However, a logic circuit implementing the transition function is executed within the 

cell register leaving it in the new state demonstrating the ability for photochromic 

devices to have their operation redefined dynamically. It is possible to parallelise 

photochromic ECAs with the hardware modifications discussed in Chapter 9: 

Discussion and Conclusions. 

In the current hardware, the size of the arrays used for ECA execution is 

limited not by the illumination size and traverse of the stepper motor but by the 

length of time the cell register will hold its value before thermal relaxation causes it 

to revert to zero. The more complex the logic circuit needed to execute the transition 

function, the longer it takes to update each cell. For example, this effect can be seen 

in Figure 8.11; the peak fluorescence measured for C0 during the execution of C0 for 

all generations >4 during Rule 110 is very close to background noise, as the register 

is set but unread for a long period. As a result, an execution of Rule 110 with 5 cells 

has been shown to fail due to a cell thermally relaxing while the operating 

temperature is higher than normal, resulting in a cell which was set to true being read 

by the subsequent generation as false. However, Rule 110 was the most complex rule 

tested, so every rule with a lower execution time was reliable once correctly 

calibrated. This is a limitation specific to photochromic devices as discussed in 

previous sections, and could be overcome with the use of a more thermally stable 

spiropyran, cooling of the system or by increasing the speed of execution.  

Extension to 2D or even 3D cellular automata is possible, provided the 

thermal decay issues are handled. Upgrading to a 2D spatial light modulator or use 

of two-photon excitation allow for the control of illumination in more dimensions 

and the transition functions could be implemented as a logic circuit with more 

inputs. The logic circuits for two and three dimensional CAs would be 
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correspondingly more complex and time consuming to execute, reiterating the need 

for thermal decay to be resolved or put to use somehow. 

The implementation of ECAs is another example of a universal computing 

paradigm and the advantages of movable illumination to independently control sub 

regions of a homogenous eNBIPS sample. It also shows the capability for different 

functions (i.e. registers, logic circuits etc) to be executed on a spiropyran-doped 

substrate without invasive modification.  
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Chapter 9: Discussion and 

Conclusions 

9.1. Overview and Contributions 

This thesis addressed the following research goals, as laid out in Chapter 1: 

Introduction: 

 Investigate the properties and capabilities of a biocompatible molecular 

switch which could be used to implement a register.  

 Implement registers using these molecules, and implement fundamental 

conventional logic elements as an extension to these registers. 

 Extend the fundamental conventional logic elements to implement a 

universal computing paradigm. 

Goal one is addressed in Chapter 3: Computational Model and Programmability 

and Chapter 4: Methods where methods and protocols for conducting experiments 

on spiropyrans were defined. NitroBIPS was encapsulated in a polymer matrix, 

providing a safe and easy to use test bed for the characterisation of the molecule. An 

optical system and control mechanism using LabVIEW programs are documented 

for exposing the molecule to stimulus and recording fluorescence.  

The system is sufficient for the proof of concept work detailed in this thesis but 

could be improved, as detailed in 9.2 Future work. Using this set up, the molecule’s 
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behaviour and properties are characterised for use in completing the subsequent 

goals. 

Goal two is addressed in Chapter 5: Photochromic Molecular Registers and 

Chapter 7: Photochromic Molecular Logic Gates and Logic CircuitsPhotochromic 

Molecular Logic Gates. Photochromic registers are the simplest core component 

from which the other components are drawn. The ability to store data is an important 

part of any computing paradigm and we sought a method implementable with 

NitroBIPS and extendable to other molecular species. The ability to store data as the 

relative proportion of two molecular states is applicable to many molecular switches, 

and NitroBIPS lends itself well with a simple way to measure the relative states via 

fluorescence.  

One defining feature of photochromic registers compared to conventional data 

stores is that reading a photochromic register also alters its state. As the excitation 

and decolouration absorption spectra for NitroBIPS are the same, any excitation also 

causes decolouration. We discuss three methods to address this issue in Chapter 5: 

Photochromic Molecular Registers, but as shown in Chapter 6: Steps Toward 

Photochromic Molecular Turing Machines, sometimes this issue is not problematic 

as any cell that is read will have a new value written anyway. 

Another defining feature of photochromic registers is that the number of values it 

can store is user defined. This thesis has typically considered registers with a low 

number of values; to ensure reads are robust both to noise and to thermal relaxation. 

Improvements to reliability could be made with the introduction of error checking 

codes, though standard methods may not be applicable due to the destructive nature 

of read operations.  

High reliability value encoding is not the only option. More values can be 

defined with a lower certainty all the way to the logical conclusion of continuous 

values, where the number of values is determined by the resolution of the detector. 

For synthetic biology applications, the abstraction to values may no longer be 

applicable where the form of the molecule directly affects biological processes. 

Chapter 6: Steps Toward Photochromic Molecular Turing Machines 

demonstrates an implementation of the tape in the classic model of universal 
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computing; the Turing machine. With movable illumination on a single axis built 

into our hardware setup, the ability to implement a one-dimensional array of parallel 

registers was reminiscent of the one-dimensional tape of symbols that represents the 

core of a Turing machine. A photochromic Turing machine tape utilises registers to 

demonstrate how eNBIPS can store data within a larger universal. 

Photochromic Turing machines show the potential for eNBIPS for medium term 

data storage, by having different cells read and written at indeterminate lengths of 

time. The rate of thermal relaxation on eNBIPS samples has limited this proof of 

concept to binary cells, demonstrating the limitations of this approach. 

Photochromic Turing machines also show the first steps to downloading all the 

data necessary for the Turing machine execution onto the eNBIPS sample itself, by 

storing the I-state on tape and demonstrating how, in principle, the transition 

function could be stored too. At present, the I-state is stored on the same axis as the 

tape. An additional dimension to addressability would allow for the I-state and 

transition function to be stored independently of the tape. 

Continuing with the theme of low-range high-reliability registers, logic gates 

extend registers; using just two or three values. Chapter 7: Photochromic Molecular 

Logic Gates and Logic Circuits utilises the same hardware, same eNBIPS samples 

and same concepts as registers. By exposing samples to pulses of light, the 

NitroBIPS samples are left in a fluorescent or non-fluorescent state representing the 

output of the gate. By using different pulse sequences almost all common logic gates 

can be implemented. These logic gates include many universal sets, including the 

sole sufficient operators NOR and NAND.  

Logic gates use exactly the same hardware as registers, potentially offering the 

system the ability to prioritise execution speed or storage capacity dynamically. 

eNBIPS samples can be repurposed non-invasively; the same substrate and sub-

regions of that substrate can execute almost any logic gate and store data. Chapter 8: 

Photochromic Molecular Elementary Cellular Automata demonstrates how a cell 

can both store a state then also execute logic functions in the same sub-region to 

leave that cell in a new state.  
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Logic gates require a temporally ordered set of inputs to operate, a potential 

limitation depending on their use. However, the capability for some gates (such a n-

NOR) to have both disordered and arbitrary amounts of inputs, coupled with inputs 

not needing to arrive in parallel may also prove to be an advantage in some 

implementations where synchronisation is not guaranteed or necessary.  

Goal 3 is answered by Chapter 7: Photochromic Molecular Logic Gates and 

Logic Circuits and Chapter 8: Photochromic Molecular Elementary Cellular 

Automata; each implements a universal computing paradigm. Logic Circuits are 

demonstrated with two possible workflows for circuit implementation. Drag & drop 

allows the simple placement and connection of LabVIEW subVIs to implement logic 

circuits. For more complex circuits, circuit compilation makes circuit design easier 

via Logisim and allows for the automated serialisation and uniquification.  

The major issue at this stage with logic circuits is that the output of a logic gate 

cannot be used as the input to a subsequent gate. The Stoke’s shift means that the 

energy of emitted photons is lower than the excitation photons. Instead, it is 

necessary to read fluorescence and convert it into a control signal for input pulses. 

This is currently performed by a controlling computer, but a minimal optical 

amplifier could be built. Another issue is non-parallelism; circuits must be serialised, 

though we discuss methods to fix this in 9.2 Future work.  

The second universal computing paradigm is demonstrated in Chapter 8: 

Photochromic Molecular Elementary Cellular Automata, with the transition rules 

implemented as logic circuits. ECAs represent the culmination of parts from the 

entire thesis, utilising registers to store the cell values, logic circuits executed at the 

same site as the registers to execute the transition rule, and multiple cells existing in 

parallel. A selection of rules spanning the four Wolfram classes were implemented, 

including the universal rule 110.  

ECAs show the ability for eNBIPS devices to operate a number of different 

functions without invasive alteration of the underlying sample. However, the time 

required for our system to execute the transition functions limits the size of ECAs 

possible before cells thermally relax. This limitation is not insurmountable, but is 

primarily a product of low LED intensities at the sample, the high rate of thermal 

relaxation of NitroBIPS, and the serial nature of the hardware. 
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9.2. Future work 

This thesis has studied many aspects and possibilities of NitroBIPS and 

photochromic molecules in general and established a solid foundation from which to 

proceed with synthetic biology applications in future research. This section details 

some of the more promising directions that have been identified for future work. 

These include both improving the experimental setup and also making first steps to 

integrating NBIPS into liposome logic and other synthetic biology. 

9.2.1 Improved System Performance 

One issue with the current hardware setup is the time necessary to 

colour/decolour samples, and as a consequence registers undergo significant thermal 

relaxation. This is an engineering issue and is not insurmountable. One such method 

would be photochromic discs; spiropyrans can be introduced into rigid polymer 

matrices (e.g. photo-reactive ophthalmic lenses [Le Naour-Sene (1981)]). By casting 

these samples into discs, it would be possible to address samples similar to a modern 

DVD or Blu-Ray player.  

For example, the Blu-Ray standard uses a 580nm spot size, addressed with a 

120mW gallium nitride laser diode. [Sony (2012)]. Laser diodes with wavelengths 

suitable for eNBIPS samples are available (e.g. ThorLabs DJ532-40 40mW 532nm 

Laser Diode and ThorLabs L375P020MLD 20mW 375nm Laser Diode), though the 

higher wavelength of the 532nm laser diode would increase the spot size; the ability 

for a lens to resolve detail (the resolving power) is proportional to λ/2NA. Blu-Ray 

players also feature a photodiode for reading reflected light. A similar system could 

be used to read fluorescence signals. 

A disc-based system or other improved hardware setup would allow for a 

greater data density through a greater resolution of parallel registers. Execution of 

logic gates would be quicker as shorter pulses of light would be required to 

read/write gates. Thermal relaxation would be less of a problem, both because the 

rigid polymers that have been indentified cause spiropyrans to have very low rates of 

thermal relaxation [Dvornikov et al. (1994)] and because data would be accessed 

quicker. 
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9.2.2  Parallelisation 

One of the more obvious ways the experimental setup could be extended is to 

improve the parallelisation possibilities of the system. At present, a sample of 

eNBIPS can have sub-regions illuminated, but only one at a time and only on a one 

dimensional axis. As a result, an eNBIPS sample can store multiple values as 

registers simultaneously, but cannot read/write registers nor execute logic gates in 

parallel. An ECA also cannot update all cells in parallel. 

One solution to this is to use a Spatial Light Modulator (SLM). An SLM is an 

array of micro-mirrors or liquid crystal reflectors which alter light polarisation 

selectively, allowing a polarisation-filtered pattern of light to be reflected onto the 

sample. SLMs are the mechanism via which modern digital projectors operate. The 

use of an SLM would allow the selective addressing of regions on a sample of 

eNBIPS up to the size of the SLM (typically display resolutions, SXGA, WXGA 

etc). SLMs can operate at the desired wavelengths (e.g. they can be used for UV 

microstereophotolithography at 351nm [Farsari et al. (1999)]) 

Illumination could be directed in parallel spatially. For fluorescence to be 

monitored in parallel, the photodiode would be replaced with a camera, allowing 

multiple locations to be monitored simultaneously. The implementation of an SLM 

and camera and an associated LabVIEW control program would be sufficient to 

implement parallel functionality. This would allow for non-serialised logic circuit to 

be executed, multiple registers written to and read simultaneously, and the 

implementation of two-dimensional cellular automata. The principles could also be 

applied to addressing spiropyrans in vitro, exposing only selected regions to 

stimulus. 

9.2.3 Three dimensional Addressing 

Though the techniques in 9.2.2 are suitable for two-dimensional addressing 

of eNBIPS sub-regions, it is possible in principle to expand to three-dimensional 

addressing of sub-regions in eNBIPS blocks by using two-photon excitation. Two-

photon excitation is a process where the energy of a photon required to cause a state 

change is instead replaced by two photons with half the energy (i.e. double the 

wavelength). Only molecules absorbing two photons simultaneously can change 

state and this is only possible if the photon density is extremely high. This is 
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achieved with a very high intensity and very brief laser pulse focused to a small spot. 

As the photon density is only high enough as the focussed spot, state transitions are 

limited to the target voxel.  

Two photon excitation has been applied to molecular switches for data 

storage purposes [Belfield et al. (2002)] [Dvornikov et al. (2009)] and could be 

applied to eNBIPS if light sources of appropriate wavelengths could be acquired. It 

would allow for a higher density of registers and logic gates in a volume, and for 

three-dimensional cellular automata to be implemented. The same principles could 

be applied to spiropyrans in vitro, allowing the switching of molecules selectively in 

three dimensions.  

9.2.4 Introduction of Techniques to Synthetic Biology 

Photochromic logic gates have potential applications within a synthetic 

biology framework. As discussed in Chapter 2: Background Material, NBIPS and 

other molecular switches can potentially moderate biological processes, including 

protein binding [Sakata et al. (2005)] and membrane leakiness [Ohya et al. (1998)]. 

Spiropyrans can be encapsulated within liposomes [Carol A. Jennings et al. (1997)] 

and liposomes can implement logical functions [Smaldon et al. (2010)]. 

Photochromic registers applied to synthetic biology would allow for 

graduated responses, with each value corresponding to an increase or decrease in 

membrane leakiness, protein binding etc. Figure 9.1 shows a theoretical example of 

this. 
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Figure 9.1: A photochromic molecule with optical inputs inhibits protein interactions 

proportional to the value of the register. 

Photochromic logic gates require output pulses so the operator can determine 

the final truth value of the gate. If the gate instead did not have an output pulse, it 

would remain in the final value. If the NBIPS were attached to a protein or a 

membrane, the final value would represent the presence or absence of protein 

binding, or membrane perturbation.  

Figure 9.2 shows how a molecular switch with a high thermal equilibrium 

(due to body temperature or similar) has a high proportion of molecules in the 

unfolded state, inhibiting protein interaction. The presence of chemical or optical 

inputs will fold the molecular switches and permit full protein interaction. This is 

equivalent to a 2-NOR gate. If these inputs are removed, thermal effects will unfold 

the molecules and inhibit protein interaction again. 
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Figure 9.2: Example application of a molecular switch logic gate for inhibiting protein 

binding.  

Figure 9.3 shows another theoretical example of an application of a 

molecular switch logic gate. If the inputs are intense enough to fully colourise the 

molecular switch, the presence of one or more of the inputs will cause the lipid 

membrane to become leaky. This is equivalent to the alternative definition of an OR 

gate. If the inputs are not sufficient to fully colourise the molecular switch, each 

present input will increase the leakiness of the lipid membrane. This is equivalent to 

the standard definition of an OR gate. 

 

Figure 9.3: Example application of a molecular switch logic gate for membrane 

perturbation. A theoretical molecular switch with low quantum yields (and hence negligible 

thermal transitions) with two colouring chemical and two colouring optical inputs. 

 

Figure 9.4 shows how a third theoretical molecular switch with a colourising 

chemical stimulus input is combined with a biological process forming a 1-ID gate. 

When exposed to an optical excitation pulse (visible light for NBIPS), the molecule 
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will fluoresce if the chemical input is present (execution path i). If there is no 

chemical input, the molecular switch will not fluoresce during the output pulse 

(execution path ii). This allows molecular switches to be used to report on internal 

biological processes. 

 

Figure 9.4: Example application of a molecular switch logic gate for process reporting.  

Photochromic logic circuits have potential applications within synthetic 

biology, liposome logic and membrane computing. Though the fluorescence of 

NBIPS is not suitable as an input to another logic gate, the effect of the state of 

NBIPS might be. As discussed in the previous section, NBIPS can alter biological 

processes. The result of these changes could be the inputs to subsequent gates, 

though it’s unlikely these would be photochromic. Instead, photochromic gates could 

act as the I/O system of a larger biological logic circuit, as shown in Figure 9.5. 

Photochromic logic gates could receive external input in the form of light pulses, and 

act as the inputs to internal molecular logic circuits. A second photochromic logic 

gate could then report the result of the circuit via fluorescence. As light is minimally 

invasive, this allows for input and output without disruption to the system. 
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Figure 9.5: Photochromic logic gates form the input/output path for a separate molecular 

logic circuit. 

The techniques shown this thesis could be applied to circuits composed of 

gates implemented with other forms of molecular switch. A potential example is 

shown in Figure 9.6. The circuit is at body temperature, causing positive thermal 

moderation to some molecules (T). L1 is photosensitive with a low quantum yield. 

Two positive optical inputs A and B are required for C1 to leak in meaningful 

quantities. L2 is pH sensitive; the presence of acid is a negative stimulus. Positive 

thermal moderation allows a meaningful amount of C2 to leak, but D will inhibit this. 

M1 is bound to P1. Positive thermal moderation means M1 is open and inhibits P1 

binding. If either C1 or C2 are present, M1 folds and P1 can bind. 
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Figure 9.6: A theoretical implementation of a molecular switch logic circuit.   
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